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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study is divided into two areas:

1. Structure and terrain inceraction
2. Head and structure interaction

The literature survey of water and soii. impact. methodology for incorporation
into progrnm KRASH is presented. A review of twenty-eight (28) water Impact
and forty (40) soil impact zelated reports is included. The reports were
reviewed with regard to prospects for modifying the program KRASH code. For
water impacts the representation of a transport airplane lower fuselage as a

wedge shaped planing surface is discussed. A relationship is developed
between vertical force and depth of fuselage penetration. For soil impact the
two potential approaches include:

Empirical definition of soil pressi-re versus depth
Theoretical definition of soil as a viscoelastic medium

For the head/structure impact assessment the Head Injury Criteria (HIC) and

Severity Index (SI) calculations are added to program KRASH. This report
describes tha approach, equations, and flow diagrams associated with a simple,

single degree-of-freedom model of a mass impacting a yielding surface with a
given velocity.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

Current cnalyses of airplane :rash impacts are performed assuming tie impact
surface is rigid and unyielding. The primary reason for this approach is
simplicity, since the influence of the terrain on thi aircraft structure's
crashing behavior is not a factor. However, helicopters and light aircraft
often crash in terrain which varies from water to mud. Table 1-1 (reference
1), shows the frequency distribution of accidents for civil and military
rotorcraft. Over 40 percent of all accidents occur in soft sand and plowed
fields. Also, nearly 40 percent of Navy rotorcraft accidents occur in water.
A 1971-73 accident review (reference 2) of light, fixed wing airplanes showed
46 percent of the accidenits occurred on level, flat terrain. A detailed
Federal Aviation Administration - Civil Aeromedical Institute (FAA-CAMI)
accident study (refereLnce 2) shows hard soil and grassy land account for 11 of
the 18 cases reported. Results of this latter study (Table 1-2) illustrate
the frequency of occurrence of types of accidents, impact attitude, cabin
damage, head impacts with the structure or instruments and injuries or
fatalities. The study described in reference 2 provided the framework for a
series of crash tests, which are reported in reference 3. In this latter
program FAAINASA sponsored comparative tests of light aircraft impacting on
soil and concrete have shown that the airplane crash loads and post-impact
behavior can be significantly different between the two terrains. Figure 1-1
illustrates the results between a concrete and a soil impact surface for a
high-wing single-engine airplane impacting approximately with the same
velocity and pitch attitude. The impact onto concrete is survivable both in
terms of acceleration loads experienced by the occupants, as well as the
ability of the structure to maintain a habitable and protective shell,
while the impact into the soil terrain results in high acceleration levels and
loss of the structure's protective shell, i.e., a nonsurvivable event.

Military and commercial helicopters which travel off-shore frequently
encounter water impacts which have been shown to produce a different set of
loads when compared to accidents involving concrete surfaces, The difficulty
in modeling water and soil impacts relates to the ability to accurately depict
the force distribution on the fuselage as the vehicle penetrates the terrain.
As part of the aforementioned reference 3 study, program KRASH was modified to
model inputs on a flexible surface. An option was incorporated into the
program which allows for the imput of a soil flexibility term. This p•rovision
allows for the soil (represented by a spring) to act in series with the
fuselage's crushable structure. This approach is limited because it does not
allow for shape and/or attitude dependencies, nor does it address the water
penetration issue.

Another significant aspect of aircraft accidents is the type of injury that
occupants can incur. Two of the more significant potential impact injuries
are (I) spinal compression due to vertical forces and (2) head concussion due
to longitudinal forces. KRASH, from its inception, has had a means of
measuring spinal injury included in its coding. The spinal injury potential
is monitored by the Dynamic Response Index (DRI) term in KRASH. Recently,
seat dynamic test requirements have been implemented in the Federal Aviation
Regulations (FARe) for normal fixed-wing and transport fixed-wing airplanes

1-1.
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TABLE 1-I.FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ROTORCRAFT ACCIDENTS
(REFERENCE 1)

TERRAIN TYPE FREQUENCY (PERCENT)
CIVIL ARMY NAVY

SOFT GROUND (SOFT, SANDY, PLOWED) 40 49 44

VEGETATION (TREES, LARGE SHRUBS) 16 30 8

UNEVEN GROUND (ROCKS, STUMPS, LOGS) 9 10 3

PREPARED SURFACE (PAVED, HARD DIRT, GRAVEL) 18 7 0

WATER 11 2 39

SNOW/FROZEN 6 2 3
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Table 1-2. RESULTS OF SELECTED CAMI ACCIDENT DATA
(REFERENCE 2)

F requency of Occurrence Damage, Failures, Injuries

Phase of Operation Cabin Damage
Takeoff 4 Intact, None 4
Landing 4 Minor, Moderate 8

(a) Cruise 8 Substantial, Destroyed 6
Aerial Application 2

Structure Damage
Type of Accident Intact, None 0

Stall 3 Minor, Moderate 7
Ground/Water Tmpact 5 Substantial, Destroyed 11
Contact w/tree/object 5
Landing Short I Impact with Control Panel/Knobs
Side of Hill 2 Yes 15
Miscellaneous 2 No 1

Unknown 2
Angle of Impact (degrees)

0-10 4 Seat Failures
11--20 5 Yes 9
21-30 1 No 3
31-45 3 Unknown 6
46-90 4
Unknown 1

Injuries (Total)
Roll/Yaw Attitude Fatalities 15

Significant Roll/Yaw 3 Serious and/or Critical 15
Slight or no Roll/Yaw 9 Moderate 6
Overturn 2 Minc.:, None 4
Unknown 4

Lap Belt Failures (TOTAL)
Terrain Yes 6

Hard Soil 7 No 27
Grassy Land 4 Unknown 7
Water 1
Mud/';wamp 2
Tree.! 1
Mountainous/hilly 2
Unknown 1

(a) Generally impact occurs with tree, object, or ground, due to bad
weather or stall.
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and haveŽ beea prepared for rotary-wing aircraft. Included in these test
criteria i.s o meaaur-xtnent of the Head Injury Criteria (HIC). This injury
potentisl in ai accident results from the impact of the occupants head with

tho aircraft 3tvucture (e.g., instrument panel, forward seat back). The
currei,.t KfASH code includes the ability to define when and at what velocity a
mass aud the structire Interact. Fowever, the definition of the program code
Iis incomplete in th-t -he consequence of the Impact, specifically the head
lujury pctential, 16 not considered.

The study doc'.impntetd in this ropnri is divided into two areas:

Structure and Terrain Tntsraction

Head and Structure Interaction

Fcor the structure a:nd terrain interaction, a literature survey was performed.
An assessment of the state-•of--the-art in methodology to treat water or soil
impactG is included. For each type of impact, the respective approaches to
Sncorpcraring additional coding into program KRASH are discussed. For the
head and structure impact assessmenm, the Head Injury Criteria (HIC) and
Severity Index (St) calculations are coded intc KRASH, and the incorporation
theoLy is discussed.
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SECTION 2
WATER AND SOIL IMPACT EVALUATION

2.1 LITERATURE SURVEY

"2.1.1 Water Impact

Twenty-eight (28) reports are included in the "Water Impact" Literature
Survey. Figure 2-1 shows these reports by number versus subject matter. The
subject matter includes:

Data
- Accident
- Full-size tests
-Scale model tests
Theory/Methodology
Design relationships (expressions or hardware)
Correlation (test versus analysis)
Shapes
- Cones
- Spheres
- Disks
- Chines or wedges
- Rectangular lifting surface
Trend data (parameter variation)
Configurations

- Helicopter
- Transport airplane
- Apollo capsule
- Space Shuttle vehicle
- Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB)
- Missile
- Hydrofoil

- Prismatic float and flexible wing
Computer code
Summary of available techniques, phases, data

Appendix A contains a listing and an abstract for the 28 reports. All reports
are referred to as A-i through A-28.

Six reports (A-2, 10, 12, 13, 25, 27) provide material that is too general or
rlot UdLectly applicable to this stud.

The remainder of the reports provide useful information, but are not all
directly applicable for one or more reasons. For example, reports A-4, A-5,
and A-6 are related to the Apollo capsule which at its base is spherical in
shape. The water impact velocity range is in the region of concern (7.i
ft/sec - 30 ft/sec) and the measured pressures, forces, and accelerations
provide a relationship between response, magnitude, shape, and velocity.
dowever, there are no equations which can be programmed. Reports A-14 through
A-22 are based on studies of the Space Shuttle Solid Ro"ket Booster (SRB).
For the most part, the SRB studies were performed for a vertical velocity
impact rnnge at the high end or above the magnitude of concern in survivable
airplane water impact studies. Four of these studies involved scale model

2-1
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REPORT A. 1 213 4151b 718 101112 13141516171e1920121 222324252612829130

ACCIDENT DATA

FULL-SIZE TESTS - - -

SCALED MODEL TESTS _ X X x x XX x xXx
THEORY/METHODOLOGY X _ X _ X X X xxXx
DESIGN RELATIONSHIP XX X X
CORRELATION __ _ X X X _X
SHAPES:

CONE X x
SPHERE X X
DISK
CHINE/WEDGE X X

(RECTANGULAR
LIFTING SURFACE) 

X
TREND DATA xx

CONFIGURATION:

HELICOPTER X
TRANSPORT AIP X X X X
APOLLO X x X X
SPACE SHUTTLE (S.S.) X X
MISSILE X X
HYDROFOIL X

MISCELLANEOUS (
SRB (2) XXXxXX X

COMPUTER CODE - X - X
SUMMAi:Y OF DATA/ -
TECHNIQUES 

I

RATING LEVEL B BC A C CB B B B B B B B B A B C A C A

(1) PRISMATIC FLOIATAND FLEX. WING II IiI[
(2) SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER (SRB) I I IT H

l___ii__ __l__I I IIIIIII
RATING A CONTAINS MATERIAL THAT COULD BE USED IN ANALYTICAL METHOD DEVELOPMENT

B CONTAINS MATERIAl OF INTEREST
C MATERIAL IS TOO GLNERAL OR NOT DIRECTLY APPLICABLE

____ _2 -1__ WatI er I I S 1 1y I I i I I 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I

igure 2-Io Water impact Survey; Report Numbers versus Subject N,•tter
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tests, while two (A-15, A-17) involved full-scale segment representations.
Report number A-14 describes both analysis and scale model tests of the SRB
nozzle water impact environment. Report A-15 describes a series of water
impact tests using full-scale segment representations of the SRB aft skirt
structure. Report number A-16 describes methodology used to predict full-
scale SRB water impact loads from scale model test data. Report number A-17
presents results of water impact tests using an aF' skirt ring segment of the
SRB. Report A-18 describes the results of model Lesting to expand the data
base for design refinements. Report A-19 provides loadc for the SRB (less
nose cone and nozzle extension) from initial water contact through to final
settling in the water. Reports A-21 through A-22 present cuuiputer program
codes which, while not directly applicable, might be helpful in developing the
needed coding.

Report A-1 describes pressure and acceleration trends as a function of
velocity and shape and is based on "virtual mass" calculations. This report
is helpful in understanding water impact phenomena and theories, but is not
presently being considered for programming, primarily because it does not
treat the horizontal velocity component. Report A-3 provides some data for
selected water impacts of a transport category airplane. Of interest is the
use of scale-strength (pressure) bottoms. The performance of the major
assemblies (nose gear, main gear) in calm water and wavc'z are discussed.
Report A-7 is the only helicopter report included in the survey. This report
deals with flotation capabilities and ditching operations. Report A-8 is a
theoretical study of potential water-imnact forces that the Challenger Orbiter
may have experienced. The report presents some analytical relationships.
However, a preliminary evaluation indicates that these expressions do not
correlate well with available test results when applied to transport airplane
scale and model rests data. Report A-9 describes a theoretical and
experimental investigation of supercavitating hydrofoils operating near the
free water uurface. The report provides an array of lift and drag coefficient
data for two hydrofoils, one with a flat surface and the other witE a !:ambered
lower surface. The data is applicable to a particular design (e.g., single
hydrofoil supported by one strut, aspect rat 4 o of 3) and operating condition
(e.g., speed >80 knoes, one chord depth, zero cavitatioa number). Report
number A-24 provides data similar to number A-9 except that it is 'or
submerged and planing rectangular lifting surfaces.

Reports A-11, A-26, and A-28 provide valuable design-related information.
These reports contain summary results for transport-sized scale model airplane
ditching test and preint useful guidelines with regard to denign
characteristics, ditching procedures, anticipated structural failures, and
optimum impact conditions. These reports also present some somplified
analytical expresoions which might be useful for design consideration.
However, they do not provide information that can be intorporated into a
computer code which would meet the objectives of this suudy.

Report A-23 Is considered to provide the most useful expressions for
initiating computer modeling. This report provides a theoretical basis for
inalyzing the impact of warped planing surfaces with combined horizontal and
vertical impact velocities, with the horizontal velocity being dominant.
Virtual mass theory is ustd; however, a technique is presented that allows the
determination of vii.tual mass from planing lift data. This technique
simplifies the computational procedure and eliminates the uncertainties in
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determination of virtual mass. Report A-23 also extends the theoretical
development to include the effects of water surface wave motion. The only
significant effect missing in the theory of report A-23 is time-varying
airplane pitch attitude. Also, the theory requires lift curve data for the
impacting surfaces being investigated. However, representing a transport
airplane lower fuselage shape as a wedge shaped planing surface appears to
yield useful results.

The theoretical model from report A-23, expanded to include airplane pitch
motions, has been investigated with a Continuous System Modeling (CSMP)
computer program. The results indicate that the water impact load versus
depth of water penetration takes on the form of a nonlinear hardening spring,
as shown in figure 2-2. Manipulation of the equations in report A-23 yields
the following form for the vertical impact force (perpendicular to the water):

F a 2 t n7  T J z2 (2-1)
[ta 1.8p] [I- tan T]22

F = -tan ¶ Fz (2-2)

with
= z cos r +'s sin t (2-3)

where

-r = Airplane pitch attitude, degrees (positive move up)

z = Vertical sink rate at point of contact, in/sec
(positive down)

s Horizontal velocity of airplane, in/sec (positive
forward)

= Velocity of contact point normal to airplane fuselage,
in/sec (positive down)

z = Depth of fuselage penetration, in (positive down)

P = Water density, 93.6E-6 pounds sec 2 /in 4

S= Deadrise angle of planing surface used to represent
fuselage, degrees

Fs - Horizontal force on fuselage, puands

The slight hysteresis loop in figure 2-2 results from a decrease in 5 during
unloading due to z in equation (2-3) switching from positive (downward motion)
to negative (upward motion). The results shown in figure 2-2 are for a

2-4
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deadrise angle of beta = 15 degrees, initial i - 36 in/sec, initial 4 = 2552
in/sec (126 knots), initial pitch attitude of -r = 12 degrees, and airplane
weight of 380,000 pounds. Although airplane weight is not invclved in
equation (I), the weight will determine the maximum penetration resulting from
a given Fz vs. z curve. The derivation of equation (2-I) is based on the
assumption of chines-dry planing with a constant deadrise anglo using equation
(45) from report A-23 for planing lift coefficient:

2

C 3.6 - sin T cos T (1-sin )cot 2 (2-4)

Lher

b b2

where b = maximum beam at chine, in.

CLb = planing lift coefficient, L / l/2PV2 b2

The water penetration and rebound shown in figure 2-2 occur in about 0.53
seconds. During this relatively brief interval, the forward velocity 4 has
reduced only slightly from 126 knots to 124.8 knots, and tho airplane Pitch
attitude has decreased from 12 degrees to 10.9 degrees. The peak vertical
acceleration is 0.29 g; this is a relatively moderate water impact :.ince f is
only 3 ft/sec. The energy absorbed by the hysteresis loop in figurt, 2-2 is
relatively small, so that upon exiting the water, the upward velocity is 2.6
ft/sec. If lg lift is present during the entire event, then the airplane will
continue upward and will not re-contact the water.

Despite the limitations of the methodology described, it is felt that equation
(2-1) represents a useful model of the loading encountered during water impact
with a relatively large forward velocity component (d >> 1). Equation (2-1)
can be simplified by assuming r and s are both constant during the impact
event, yielding

F= A(0 cos -r + sin -r 2 z 2  (2-5)

where

/1 - sinl t
- 0A = _• 1. P ( - 0 -)tan2  .tan x

Fz is a function only of z and t, with the latter dependence giving the
hysteresis effect.

For inc rporation into program KRASH, the cemaining problem is how best to
integrate equation (2-5) into the existing KRASH coding. The simplest method
would probably be to take z and z as the values Irom the external spring that
has the greatest water penetration. t'he total load F. (and the corresponding
drag load F., equation (2-2)) could then be applied to that spring, or
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distributed in some fashion among all springs that are in the water. Note
that the structural flexibility represented by the KRASH external spring is in
series with the water flexibility shown in figure 2-2.

Such a method should give useful results for the initial water impact, but
subsequent impacts in other regions (such as the wing engines) could not be
analyzed meaningfully. Such impacts might best be treated with a separate
model that emphasizes the dominance of the drag load as opposed to the
vertical load.

2.1.2 Soil Impact

A Literature Survey for soil impacts was performed as part of a general
aviation modeling and test program and is described in reference 3. Reference
3 included 26 reports. This survey updates that study and expands the number
of applicable reports to 40.

An abstract of each of the 40 reports is included in Appendix B. All ieports
are referred to as B-i through B-44. Reference 3 is denoted as report B-27 in
this Literature Survey. The literature in B-27 was reviewed with regard to
aircraft structure and flexible ground interaction. A summary of the
literature as stated in B-27 is as follows:

"The test data that are available are generally obtained for the
purpose of supporting analyses or for the development of procedures
and criteria to evaluate aircraft performance and not for the
purpose of helping predict dynamic responses where in large
deformations occur. Even the full-scale crash tests that have
previously been performed on flexible ground surfaces have not
addressed themselves to the significance of the terrain properties
on structure and, ultimately, occupant response. For example,
little or no measurements of ground flexibility, moisture, finish,
or distribution as a function of depth or space have been made in
any of the full-scale crash tests reported herein. No measurements
have been made to ascertain penetration by airframe or the
relationship of penetration to airframe size of shape or to the
impact velocities.

While the penetration of ground by tires (sinkage) for the
landing gear-ground interaction is available, these datta
do not relate easily to the impact velocity combinations
and varied shapes that penetrate flexible ground during a
crash condition

The research effort with regard to developing analytical
models to describe landing gear and soil interaction and
provide flotation crJ :eria for aircraft operating from
unpaved runways is substantial. A heavy reliance is
placed on the use of the Mobility Number (Q) CI(bd) (t)

Ft ht
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where CI = Cone Index

bd -Tire Print Area

Ft = Tire Force

6t = Tire Deflection
ht - Height of Tire

However, the analytical techniques developed for landing
gear and soil interaction use are not directly applicable tostructural crashworthiness investigations. Modifications

are needed which account for airframe shape, crash attitude,
shear flow distribution, structure flexibility, and dynamic
load effects.

The analysis of flexible ground and structure interaction
during relatively high dynamic impact conditions would
benefit from an orderly and concerted effort to accumulate
data from typical airframe and terrain interaction tests and
supportive laboratory soil tests. As a minimum, spatial and
depthwise material properties (CBR,** soil strength,
moisture content), airframe response in the region of
impact, airframe configuration (shape and size), post-
impact terrain, penetration (size and depth) for a range of
typiral airplane impact velocities and attitudes, and soil
configuration is needed. The data should be obtained for
the purpose of developing curves which relate vertical force
to sinkage as a function of CBR, soil shear strength to CBR,
and horizontal force to frontal area as a functioni of shear
strength."

*The above mobility number is for clay soil.
Mobility numbers for other types of soil
take other forms.
**CBR - California Bearing Ratio

Reports B-27, B-29, and B-30 discuss full-scale crash tests which involved
impact-. onto soil. Report B 28 describes an analysis sand evaluation of the
soil properties for the tests described in B-27, B-29, and B-30.

Report number B-27, in addition to providing the Literature Survey, describes
test and analysis of four full-scale light fixed-wing airplane tests. One of
the tests involved an impact onto soil. Report B-29 is a summary report of
the test results for the four impact:, discussed in B-27. The effect of the
impact onto soil versus a similar impact onto concrete is dramatically
different Rs can be observed in figure 2-3. The impact onto concrete results
in moderate airplane axis vertical and longitudinal loads and the airplane
sustains some lower forward fuselage damage but slides-out. In the soil

2-8
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Figure 2-3. Post Impact Views of Full-Scale Crash 'rested Airplanes
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impact with approximately the same initial velocities and airplane attitude,
the airplane longitudinal forces are extremely high causing a compleoto crudh

of the forward fuselage and resulting in flip-over of the high-wing airplane.

The low-wing airplane impact into soil as reported in B-30 shows extremely

high forces along the airplane longitudinal axis but, because of the lower
e.g., does not flip over. Report B-28 describes th, soil for both the low-

wing and high-wing airplane tests with average values of:

CBR 3.5
Airfield Index 5.0
Moisture 14.5%

The report B-28 describes the post-impact insfpection of tho two t(,.tr: a!3
follows:

High-wing: erater 3.3 ft wide, 11.5 ft long
Low-wing: crater 3.3 ft wide, 5.0 It long

The depti, of the crat or might have been 4 inches, but this was stated to be an
inconclus.ive measurement. The report goes on to indicate that the crater was
formed mostly by sheariny and removal of the soils as the fuselage plowed
through.

Report B-31 is the U.S. Army Crash Survival Design Guide - Volume III. This
report is included in the survey since it provides a discussion on plowing and
crash design for high longitudinal forces. The design guide also provides
some empirical rolationships.

Reports B-32 to B-37 provide discussions of test results involving airplane
tires/landing gears impacting soil terrain. Report B-32 describes a dynamic
tire/soil contact surface interaction model for aircraft ground operations.
The model predicts contact pressure distribution, soil deformation pattern,
and tire footprint area shape developed beneath the moving tire wheel. Soils
ranged from a CBR of 2 to 6 and a CI of 80 to 240. Report B-33 addresses
rolling resistance or drag of an improved pneumatic tire wheel rolling at high
velocities in soft soil. Curves depicting drag/lift ratio versus wheel speed
as a function of soil property and rut depth are presented and the study was
performed fur near-saturated clay. Report B-34 describes test.- to investigate
Sthe interaction of soil surfaces with the landing gear of the F-4E aircraft.
CBR values geueral'y ranged from 4.0 to 8.0 although some value- were as high
as 80.0. Cls geno.rally ranged from 40 to 190 and moisture content was <11.5%
(generally 4 percent to 6 percent). Report B-35 describes the results of
flight tests involving a C141 airplane flotation system operating on
unsurfaced runways. The soil involved in the tests is termed "heavy clay."
CUR values varied substantially (2 to 20) depending upon location and depth.
Operational speeds were 20 to 40 knots taxi velocity, sink speeds of 2, 5, and
8 ftisec., airplane gross weight of 190,000 lb. to 257,000 lb., and tire
pressures of 185 psi. to 220 psi. Report B-36 describ,'s an invest-igaition to
determine aircraft tire b. havior and operating problemj in soil of different
characteristics. Four clay test beds and sand test beds were involved.
Forward speeds up to 95 knots were tested. Airfield Index (AT) numbers of 1.6
to 3.2 were obtained for the clay test beds. The AI value for the sand varied
from 2 to 10 depending on depth. The highest value occurred at approximately
10 inches and the lowest near the surface. Rut depths of 2 to 4 inches were
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experienced under loads of 4,000 lbs. The ratio of drag to normal forces was
as high as .30 to .44 in soil versus .05 on concrete. The report shows trends
as function of weight, velocity, soils, and tire pressure. Report B-37
discusses test with single aircraft tires and military truck in buckshot clay
test beds whose strength range from CIs of 110 to 600. Tire loads varied from
25,000 lb. to 35,000 lb. and truck loads from 6,300 lb. to 41,700 lb. The
relationship between AI versus CBR and Al versus CI are presented.

Reports B-38 and B-39 described theoretical approaches applicable t:o tire/soil
modeling. Report B-38 is an earlier publication which suggests one approach
based on "Princeton Impact" test data and a viscoelastic solution of a sphere
on the half space. Report B-39 reviews the literature concerning aircraft-
surface dynamic simulation techniques. The connection between airframe and
landing gear is provided by a suspension device. This connection can be as
simple as a linear spring and damper in parallel or more realistically involve
nonlinear stiffness and velocity squared dampers. In addition, the damping
coefficient may be a nonlinear function of the strut stroke. Some simulations
have included active suspensions. Tires are genoraily mdeled as point-
contact followed with either linear or nonlinear stiffness and damping in
parallel. More recent models better approximate the enveloping effect of the
tire traversing short wavelength obstacles. A radial tire spring has bee.n
used in several models.

Generally the simulation is written for motion over rigid surfaces. Some
model surface elevation while others are specifically designed for discrete
obstacles (e.g., double (1-cos) bump). Yielding surfaces (soil) are
represented by some combination of linear or nonlinear springs and dampers.
The simulations of most interest in study are those which contain tire/soil
interaction. The tire behavior is not as important as the soil
reprenontntion.

Report B-10 deveJoped modulus of deformation relationships for three shapes:
spheres, plates, shells. The relationships are as follows:

Ed. 582.R + 35.08R2

Ed? - 4787.6R + 230.24R2

Edc - 1049 lb/in.

where R radius, inches

* . The information is categorized according to specific content in table 2-1 and
by soil/interaction tests parameter data in table 2-2 for all applicable
reports.

The Literature Survey updated to include 40 reports indicates that the
following three alternate approaches can be considered for further development
with program KRASH:

* Mobility numbers
* Soil modeling
* Pressure-depth relationships
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The mobility number concept derives from the development of flotation criteria
for aircraft operating on unpaved runways. A mobility number is establiohed
for a particular soil and known rut measurements for n specific tire size and
force. Report B-37 provides nomographs and a description of this concept.
The drawbacks for this approach are: (1) it is based on tire data; (2) it is
limited to a few available test points; and (3) need to translate into viable
terms for applicability to airframe structure.

The soil modeling approach involved programming characteristics of yielding
surfaces which are represented by nonlinear springs and dampers. Report
number B-2 provides some soil damping characteristic data for a range of soil
hardness characteristics. This data appears incomplete and inconsistent.

Two basic approaches to incorporating soil interaction into KRASH are
available:

1. Empirical definition of soil pressure versus depth.
2. Theoretical definition of soil as a viscoelastic medium.

The first approach involves the following steps:

1. Establish standard curves or tabulated data of soil type.
Included in this tabular data are indices such as CI, CBR, Al,
and pressure-depth relationships. Figures 2-4 through 2-9
indicate how some of the data can be related.

2. As input to the program, denote at each location of interest:

"* Soil type or number (e.g., CBR-5, 10, 15, 20)
"* Shape term or factor (flat plate, sphere, cone)
* Pressure versus depth as function of shape

3. Develop a new "panel" designation which is described by corner
mass points and pressure allowables.

4. Calculate forces developed at specified location due to wetted
area resulting from penetration depth, and as function of
attitude. The force which acts on plates or panels (new KRASH
requirement) is distributed to desigiated node points and/or to
specified masses.

The main diff;.culty with the empirical soil pressure versus depth approach is
that the correct pressures are dependent not only on soil type and impacting
shape but also the magnitude and direction of the impact velocity vector. It
would be very difficult to establish the data necessary to cover all
combinations of soil type, impacting surface shape end impact velocity and
direction.

2-20
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Figure 2-4. Relations of CBR to Cone Index and to Airfield Index
for Homogeneous (Laboratory Test Pit) Buckshot Clay
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Figure 2.-6. Relationship of Dry Density and Gone Index to Moisture Content

The approach involving modeling the soil as a viscoelastic medium also holds
the promise of yielding a workable program. Report B-32 describes the
development of a viscoelastic soil model that interacts with a flexible tire
model. The resulting system Is capable of predicting the tife/soil contact
pressure distribution and the resulting tire/soil deformnations and vertical
drag load&. It would appear that similar techniques could be used to model
the interface of airplane structure with soil. On the negative side, the
solution in B-32 is only for a steady state condition (tire rolling at
constant velocity); a dynamic impact complicates what is already a complex
problem. Semi-empirical methods similar to those employed by Crenshaw (report
B-4) for the tire/soil dynamics problem are probably the most practical
methods of incorporating a viscoelastic soil model into KRAS}{.

4rnI• n,t- with soil. also tend to involve pi-vig ..... in th...e.4• possibility
of using equivalent mass techniques a-nd v'onservation of momentum. Finally,
any method used must be. integrated into the current KRASH model with external
springs reprenenting the lower fuselage flexibility.
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SECTION 3
HEAD IMPACT CALCULATIONS

3.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION

Program KRASII has been revised to include the capability to analyze the
dynamic response of an occupant's head impacting a surface with nonlinear
load-deflection characteristics. This problem is treated in two parts.
During the normal KRASH time-history, any mass or node point identified as a
"head" triggers additional calculations that lead to a time-history output of
the velocity and position of the head, both relative to a user-defined mass or
node point. At a user-specified input distance, the velocity of the head is
saved for a separate dynamic analysis of the head impact. At the conclusion
of the normal KRASH analysis, a subroutine is called which performs a
separate, independent time-history analysis of a head impacting a surface with
nonlinear load-deflection characteristics.

Two head injury severity indices are calculated;

Head Injury Criterion (HIC)
Severity Index (SI)

3.2 HEAD VELOCITY

Figure 3-1 illustrates a typical KRASH model of a seat, occupant and head.
The head velocity option calculates a time-history of a user-specified head
point velocity, relative to a specified reference point. In Figure 3-1, the
head point is shown as '11, MH (a node point), and the reference point is
chosen as 'R, MR on the floor. The rela'tive head velocity is given in ground
axes by

(RH (h4 x$

IZH yzn~ |znPl
I ý Pý1z1p4  3 11
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'OCCUPANT HEAD
MH iH i'H, MH

FORWARD RIGHT ---- 'OCCUPANT TORSO

DOWN xSEAT PAN

K Z

--- SEAT LEG

iH- HEAD MASS IDENTIFICATION Fl OOR

MH - HEAD NODE IDEtV IFICATION

iN - REFERENCE MASS IDENTIFICATION REFERENCE'POINT
i', MR

MR - REFERENCE NODE IDENTIFICATION C14"44

Figure 3-1. Typical Seat-Occupant-Head Model

The node point vectors on the right hand side of equation (3-1) are calculated
in reference 6, Section 1.3.5.3.1. The relative head displacement, in ground
axes, is calculated as

(dxH) ,xnp xnp'

dy ynp ynp~ (3-2)

~dz) )znpj K zflp~i

where the right hand vecturs are given in reference 6, Section 1.3.5.3.1. The
velocities {n equatiorL (3-1) are tya-sfonued to muaj iH axes, a system fixed
in the head mass.

wH Y.'
U?, .i

LA) {z



where the [Ail transformation matrix is evaluated for i = iH. The components
of equation (3-3) are used to calculate the magnitude of the resultant head
velocity vector

V1 2 + V5 w+V (3-4)

- The relative displaocements in equation (3-2) are transformed into an axis
system fixed in the reference mass iR.

dx' dx
H H

HAj 4 T dYH (3-5)

dz di

For each user-defined head mass, the program output consists of a time-
history table of the head velocity components (UH, VH, wH), the resultant
velocity VH and the relative displacement of the x direction dx'H. While the
above equations show the general case whereinx both the head point and
reference points are node points, each can also be simply a mass point. Up to
20 separate head point/reference point combinations can be analyzed.

If the user wishes to calculate head impact loads based on the head velocity
from equation (3-4), then a displacement di.mpact is input for each head
point. The program compares dx'H from equation (3-5) to the input displacement
dximpact. When the displacement equals dxim act' then the head impact
velocity is set to the current value of :he Vime-varying head velocity VH.

VHIMPACT - V whe dXIPACT (3-6)

The actual head impsct laadz arc not modulud L, Lhu maian portion of KRASII.
Therefore, the head impact loads do not act on the head mass, and the head
macs continues to move as though no impact had occurred.

3.3 HEAD IMPACT LOAD

The load generated by a head Impacting a surface is calculated in a subroutine
in KRASH after the cc.npletion of the normal time history analvsis. The impact
velu': ity for the head load analysis can either be input directly by the user,
or car. be taken at VHTIMPACT from the head velocity analysis in the main time-
history section oE KP.ASH.

3-3
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The head load subroutine analyzes a simple single degree-of-freedom model of a
mass impacting a surfnce with a given impact velocity. Figure 3-2 illustrates
the head impact model. The head acceleration is given by

Sw -F/IMX (3-7)

The head force FH is a function of displacement x and velocity t. The impact
surface load-deflection models provided are illustrated in figure 3-3.

The head forces for each model are given by

b x
FP -a 1 e + c1  (3-8)

F s2 tn (b 2 x + c 2 ) (3-9)
i2

V k x + CH (3-10)

The total head force is the sum of the 3 different models.

-' F (3-11)SFF u Pu F,
1 2 3

NiPACT SURFICE

VO

HEAD
MASS'

STRUCTUNAL MODEL OF

IMPACT SURFACE

Figilre 3-2. Head Impact Model
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* LOGARITHMIC MODEL
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LOAD
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0

.0 STROKE

* LINEAR SPRING-DAMPER MODEL

FH3" kHx+CHi I
LOAD SHAPE DEPENDS ON

J kH' CH, Vo

STROKE

Figure 3-3. Impact Surface Structural Models
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The head load during unloading (i < o) is shown by the da,:hed lines in figure
3-3. If the damping coefficient C11 is zero, the unloading force is jubt an
input constant times the loading force, at the current deflection.

FHu = CH FH (3-12)

If the damping coefficient CH is nonzero, equation (3-12) is not used, and the
shape of the unloading curve is governed by the effect of CH on FH3. The
total head force is also restrained to be positive; if equation (3-11) yields
a negative value for any reason (usually due to a large CHk during unloading),
the total force is set to zero.

3.4 HIC AND SI CALCULATIONS

Once the time history calculations are complete, the HIC and SI can be
calculated. These are given by (references 4, 5):

tf

SI f a 2 "5 (t)dt (3-13)

t
0

and

1I t2 t a(t)dt (3-14)
HIC = (t2 - tl) t2 - t) t] ma

LL

where a(t) is the time history of head acceleration in g's. For the SI
calculation, to and tf are the start and end times of the head acceleration
time history. For the HIC calculatiou, equation (3-14) is evaluat d with a
number of ti, t 2 combinations within the head acceleration time-history, and
the largest value is taken as the HIC. Normally, the time interval (t 2 - tI)
is no larger than 0.050 seconds. KRASH does not limit the time span used to
calculate HIC, but the time'span is printed out.

Figure 3-4 illustrates a typical head acceleration time history. Foints A and
B are the integration limits tj, t2 in equation (3-14) that result in the
largest value of HIC. The contribution of At-t 2 -tl to HIC in equation (3-14)
is (At)-1" 5 , so larger t's reduce the HIC value. Counteracting that trend is
the fact that the integral in equation (3-14) increases with increasing At.
Therefore, the peak value occurs at an intermediate At, such as A-B (At -
0.013 scc) in figure 3-4. Tolerable levels for both HIC and SI are around
1000, although localized loading can reduce the value to around 400.
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NLOOP = NHIC po i

START LOOP ONII
=
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0
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Figure 3-4, I.low Diagram for Head Impact Load C. Iculation
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SECTION 4
SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Twenty-eight (28) reports are included in a "Water Impact" literature survey.
The reports are categorized according to subject matter. For each report an
abstract is presented in appendix A. Several reports, namely references A-
11, -26 and -28 provide valuable design related information. These reports
present some simplified analytical expressions which may be useful for design
considerations. However, these reports do not provide information that can be
readily incorporated into the KRASH computer code, report A-23 is considered
the most useful for this purpose. Representing a transport airplane lower
fuselag" shape as a wedge shaped planing surface appears to yield useýiul
results. Modeling of the report A-23 theoretical expressions expanded to
include airplane pitch motions indicates that the water impact load versus
depth f water penetrAtion takes the form of a nonlinear hardening spring. A
relationship iti developed in between the vertical force and depth of fuselage
penet:ation and sink iate which could be coded into KRASH. While such an
approach would give useful results for the initial water impact, the
subsequent impacts (e.g., wing engine) would have to be treated in a separate
model.

The literature survey for soil impacts expands a previous study of 26 reports
into 40 applicable reports. An abstract of each of the 40 reports is included
in appendix B. The current literature survey results indicate that two basic
approaches for incorporating soil interaction into the KRASH code are:

1. Empirical definition of soil pressure versus depth
2. Theoretical definition of soil as a viscoelastic medium

The empirical soil pressure versus depth approach involves several steps. The
difficulty is obtaining data to cover all combinations of soil type, impacting
surface shape, impact velocity, and directiou. The modeling of soil as a
viscoelastic medium also holds promise. This approach would require using
similar approaches uved to mode] soil and flexible tire interaction. The
difficulty is expandiing steady state solution to dynamic impact conditions.

This report describes the calculation of loads resulting from a head impact as
a new feature in progrum KRASH. The program is revised to provide a new head
load subroutine to annlyze a nimple single degree-of-freedom model of a mass
impacting a surface with a given impact velocity. Both the Head Injury
Criteria (11IC) anid Severity Index (SI) are calculated. This report describes
the procedure and flow diagram associated with this new KRASH feature.
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SECTION 5
CONCLUSIONS

1. Twenty-eight (28) reports relared to water impact were reviewed and

evaluateded.

2. Forty (40) reports related to soil impact were reviewed and evaluated.

3. Potential approaches as well as limitations to incorporate water and soil
impact equations into tho KRASH coding are described.

4. The program KRASH code has been revised to provide Head Injury Ctieria
(HIC) and Severity Index (SI) calculations.
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and Flight Test Results for the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster Aft Skirt,"
Shock & Vibration Bulletin 54' June 1984.

16. "Methods for Data Production and Loads Analysis of Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Booster Model Water Impact Tests," TN-FT-76-4, September 1976.
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19. "Preliminary Water Impact Loads for the Space Shuttle Rocket Booster
(SRB)'" E022-75-50' April 1975.

20. "SRB Water Impact Slapdown Loads Computer Program CN DIOO/SDL/ADS," TN-
FT-76-5, September 1976.

21. "Computer Program for Calculation of Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster
Nose Cone Frustrum Water Impact Loads," TN-FT-76-9, September 1976.

22. "Event Retrieval Program CI0100/Design," TN-FT-76-6, September 1976.

23. "Impact Loads on Warped Planing Surfaces Landing on Smooth and Rough
Water," SIT-DL-71-1514, March 1971.

24. "A Method for Calculation of Hydrodynamic Lift for Submerged and Planing
Rectangular Lifting Surfaces," NASA-TR-R-14, 1959.

25. "Comparison of Hydrodynamic - Impact Acceleration and Response for
Systems with Single and with Multiple Elastic Modes," NACA-TN-4194, February
1958.

26. "Investigations of the Behavior of Aircraft When Making a Forced Landing
on Water (Ditching)," R&t1 No. 2917, March 1957.

27. "Forces on a Flexible Shell During Impact," NASA TM X-1781, May 1969.

28. "Ditching Investigations of Dynamic Models and Effects of Design
Parameters on Ditching Characteristics," NACA-TR-1347, 1958.

ABSTrACTS

1. Collopy, F. H., "Determination of the Water Impact Shock
Enviroiunent," Shock and Jibration Bulletin 35, Part 7, April 1966.

Describes the various ph ses of the water entry phenomenon and the theoretical
approach which can be utilized in deriving equations which properly describe
the resulting motions.
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2. Szebeholy, V. G., "Hydrodynamic Impact," Applied Mechanics Review,
Vol. 12, No. 5, May 1959.

The aim of this paper is to acquaint the reader with the background of and
accomplishments in the field of water entry. T!he survey reviews the essential

tools which are at the disposal of the designer, emphasizing the principles on
which present day techniques are baaed and their applications. Attention is
directed to papers of general interest, study of which might prove to be
alleviatory regarding the reading of the well over two hundred publications in
this field, many rediscovering a few basic principles.

Upon defining the technical subject and listing fields of applications,

current theories and applicable physical principler are described. This
summarizing part of the paper is followed by general comments regarding
experimentations and design applications. A short literature survey is
attached, which is divided into two major parts. First, papern of general
interest are mentioned. This is followed by a review of the most significant
publications related to seaplane landing, torpedo entry and ship slamming. A
dincunsion of exJerlmoitnt:nl pnpern ronv'l-]der; tho literature srnrvey. The last
part of this revIew d,,cribes ?1ho present state of the art, points out
fruitful areas of further work, and giveo applications to missile and space
technology.

.3 Thompson, W. C., "Rough-Water Ditching Investigation of a Model of a
Jet Transport with the Landing Gear Extended and with Various Ditching
Aids," NASA TN D-101, October 1959.

The rough-water ditching characteristics of a jet transport airplane with the
landing gear extended and with various ditching aide were investigated at the
Langley tank catapult. A dynamic model with certain portions ol the model.
approximately scale strength was used to determine the probable ditchin3
behavior and to nome rxtent the ressultant damage. The ditching aids included
two sets of twin hydra skis, two setn of twin hydrofoils, and a single
hydrofoil. The rough-water tentn were made in waves 4 feet high by 200 feet
long and 4 feet high by 120 feet long (full scale). Data were obtained from
visual observations, acce]eration records, and motion pictures.

A rough-water ditching with the landing gear retracted will likely result in
most of the fuselage bottom being torn away and the airplane sinking within a
very short time. Ditching with the landing gear extended will likely result
in a dive if the main gear does not fail or in a deep run with appreciable
damage throughout the fuselage bottom if the main gear fails. Hydro-skis or
hydrofoils may be used to improve the ditching performance and minimize the
amount of damage to the fuselage bottom.

4. Stubbs, S. M., and Hathaway, M. E., "Effects of Bottom Structure
F.exibility on Water T.anding Loads of Apollo Spacecraft Models,"
NASA TN D-5108, March 1969.

A landing investigation hWs been made to determine the effects of heat-shield
flexibility on pressures and accelerations for water landings of Apollo
spacecraft models. An additional purpose wai to obtain accurate acceleration
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data on the landing impact of a spherical body in water for use in refinlments
of rigid-body analytical calculations. Two solid models and one flexible-
bottom model were tested to determine impact pressures and accelerations. The
flexible bottom was scaled in stiffness from an early Apollo heatshield
structural design. The test conditions were limited to symmetrical landing
attitudes (00) without horizontal velocity in order to obtain pressure
profiles and loads on the bottom surfaces of the irodels from a limitc'd number
of data channels. Two vertical velocities were used to determine the effect
of velocity on the forces applied to the flexible bottom.

Good agreement was obtained between computed and experimental acceleration
results for the solid mod-ls. Results from this investigation indicate that a
wirtual water mass factor of 0.9 should be used in computing impact forces for
rigLd spherical surfaces shaped like the Apollo aft heat shield. Pressure
profiles were obtained from which forces and accelerations could be derived.
The pressures, forces, and accelerations on the solid models vary
approximately as the square of the velocity. The data from the solid models
can be accurately converted to vehicles of other scales without major
problems.

Maximum forces on the bottom surface of the particular flexible-bottom model
used in this investigation were approximately 6700 lb (30 kN) compared with
maximum forces of 3800 lb (17 kN) for the solid model for a landing velocity
of 15 ft/sec (4.6 m/sec)- Pressures, forces, and accelerations do not vary as
the square of the velocity for flexible-bottom vehicles. The applied water
forces on the bottom were changed substantially by the motions of the flexible
structure; this indicates a significant interaction between the structural
oscillations and water prerisures.

5. Stubbs, S. M., "Dynamic Model Investigation of Water Pressures and
Accelerations Encountered During Landings of the Apollo Spacecraft,"
NASA-TN-D3980, September 1967.

An experimental investigation was made to determine impact water pressures,
accelerations, and landing dynamics of a 1/4--scale dynamic model of the
command module of the Apollo spacecraft. A scaled-stiffness aft heat shield
was used on the model to simulate the structural deflections of the full-
scale heat shield. Tests were made on water to obtain impact pressure data at
a simulated parachute letdown (vertical.) velocity component of approximately
30 ft/sec (9.1 m/sec) luli scale. Additional tests were made on water, sand,
and hard clay-gravel landing surfaces at simulated vertical velocity

components of 23 ft/sec (7.0 m/sec) full scale. Horizontal velocity
'Comnon s investigated rangcd from. 0 to 50 ft/sec (15 mi-- full .ca.le and
the pitch attitudes ranged from -400 to 290. Roll. attitudes were 00, 9 00, and
1800, and the yaw attitude was 00.

Results ind1icated that maximum mean water pressures on sample panel areas of
the vehicle aft heat shield (areas of approximately 2 ft 2 (0.2 mi2 )) were about
214 psi (1475 kN/m 2 ) full. scale. The mean pressure at the time of maximum

acceleration was approximately 60 psi (414 kN/m 2 ) over i heat-shield area of
about 20 ft 2 (1.9 m2 ) full scale. Maximum normal, longitudinal, and angular
accelerations for the 30 ft/sec (9.1 m/sec) vertical, velocity on water were
38g, 7.5g, and 180 rad/sec2 , respectively (Ig - 9.8 in/sec 2 ). Normal
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accelerations for water landings showed pronounced os..illation2; due to heat-
shield vibration, and the 38g maximum acceleration is higher thlan that
expected from a rigid vehicle. The vehicle occasionally turned ovor for
landings in water at a 0' roll attitude. The roll axis is an axis parallel to
the axis of geometric symmetry. The 1800 roll attitude giive much improved
stability with no turnover. The vehicle was found .o float stably in an
upright as well as in a near inverted attitude. Waves 2 feet (0.6 m) high and
16 feet (1.1 m) long (full rcal) failed to upset the vehicle from either
flotation position.

Additional landings investigated on water, sand, and hard clay-gravel
composite surfaces resulted in maximum normal accel(,ration:3 of 30g, 49j r and
42.5g, respectively. Heat-shield failure occurred for all tests but ono made
on sand and for all tests made on the hard clay-gravel landing surfaces.

6. Stubbs, S. H., "Water Pressures and Accelerations During
Landing of a Dynamic Model of the Apollo Spacecraft with a
Deployed - Heat-Shield Impact - Attenuation Systew," NASA-TN
D-4275, March 1968.

An experimental investigation was made_ to determine impact water pressurei,
acceloratIons, and landing dynamics of a 1/4-scale model of the command module

of the Apollo spacecraft with a deployed heat shield ior impact ýittenuation.
The landing system consisted of four vertically oriented hydr-a.lic struts and
six horizontally mounted strain straps. A scaled-stiffness aft heat shield
was used on the model to simulate the structural deflections of the full-
scale heat shield. Landings were made at simulated vertical parachute-
letdown velocities of approximately 30 ftisec (9.1 m/sec) full scale.
Horizontal velocities from 0 to 50 ft/sec (15 m/sec), full scale, were tested,
and the pitch attitudes ranged from -330 to 110. Roll attitudes were 0' and
1800, and yaw attitude was 00.

The model investigation indicated that the maximnum mean water pressure on
sample panels of the spacecraft heat shield with an area of about 1.6 feet 2

(0.15 mi), full scale, was approximately 165 psi (1140 !zN/m 2 ). The maximum
mian pressures on panels with areas of 1.9 feet 2 (0.18 m 2 ) and 10.9 feet 2

(1.01 m 2 ) were about 110 psi (760 kN/n'). Pressures for 00 and 1800 roll were
similar. The mi.ximum mean presaure at the time of maximum acceleration was
approximately 18 psi 120 kN/m 2 ) for the dLeptoyed--heit..-rhield systfm compared
with 50 psi (340 kN/mI) for a passive landing system.

Maximum normal and longitudinal accelerations for the 00 roll condition were
25g and 6g, respectively (I& - 9.8 m/secZ). Maximum positive and negai:ive
angular accelerations were about 95 and -55 rad/sec 2 . The vehicle with the
deployed heat shield was stable for all conditions investigatod.

1. Alcedo, A. M., "Design and Testing of Float- Laniding Gear
Systems for Helicoptors," Journal e, A,4 , 1979.

Since the use of helicopters over water hau become wide-spread, the U.S.
Federal Aviation Agency and the British Civil Avlit ion Authority have
developed new regulations for flotation capabl•iti"•js and d|.rching operations.
These requirements and the design and testing of fiotAti.Cn landing gear
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systems aitý discussed. Differenceo in flotation systems pertaining to cost,
weight. efficiency, and capability are presented, including differenceu in
their supporting systems; such as, float, inflation, and actuation system
designs. Model tests used to verify the capability of the designs are also
discussed. Flotation and ditc.hing model tests, methods1 and scaling laws are
described.

8. Werzbicki, T., and Yue, D. K., "Impact Damage of the Challenger Crew
Compartment:," SAE, October 1986..

A free-fall water impact of the nose section of the Challenger orbiter
including the crew comp;artment J-: investigatl.d. Astaming x:ho structure to be
perfectly rigid, force,.,s and acceleratiQOlt acting on the capsule on entering
the water are determined and compared with survivability l.imits of occupants.
The peak docelertltJoun corresponidfn8 Vo terminil velocities of 140 mph (62.6
mis) ond 180 mph (R0.5 w.1s) respectively vere found to be 1O0g and 150g with a
duration of approximately 25 mir. On the NASA human endurance diagram:s nhe
calculated ;,,--u:avretera LfeJ] wItir-.n the area; of !.evoce injuries.

The local presoures were also calculated and found to be of. an exponentially
decaying character with a maximum value In the range of 4-6 MPs (600-900 psi).
A simpl±1:ted rupture aniaiy;:.t of the outer shell acted upon by the tran•ient
pressure pulsJe was performed and it was found that tuaring and fracture of the'
fus.lage will certaInly occur almost instantly on co•ntacting water. The fate
of the cr0w compartment. -whclh is located inside the outer ,hell will then
depend, to a large ext-nt, on the pitch attitude, with tfi4l nnse-down con-

figuration b.t-ving Lb- largeat safety mszr'Zn.

Ii. was coucluded that abrupt de.celeratiorns and lose of Integrity of the
cockpit upon water impact have produced severe injuvies. Whether or not those
injuries were fatal can only h) determined by perforaing a more detokiled study
of the crrish event including collapso and shattering of the outer eioll,
crushiing o[: the euprr-t'ting nrruct~i.-re and secondary iMpatý- of tho :Inner shell.

The preseint findings alISo shed sjome light on the problem .jf survivabiliry of
the primary e__xoliou. The air blast and nebsequent aerodynaumic forces broke
the space shuttle into several pieces but reportedly caused little damage to
the shell. Assuming tiht thl.e war. the case, the critic~il value: of the l-ocal
pressure that would initiat.e tearing fracture was ca&Jcul'ated to be 170 pC.J.
The corresponding maximum acceleration of the nose &ection of the orbiteor ir.
then 210g. The minirmum acceleration which is associated with breaking off the
crew ompartaient tr-om the rest ot the orbiter hars not been calculated.

9. Johnson, V. E., Jr., "Theoretical and Experimental Invest:gattion ot
Supercavitatiig Hydrofoils Operating Near the Free Water Surf:ace,"
NASA TR-R-93, 1961.

The linearized theory for infinite depth is appllied to the design of tw o new
low-drag supercavitatrIn5g hydrofoils. The linearized solution for the charac-
tcristies of supercavitating hydrofoils operat;in at zero cavitation number at
finite depth is also accomplished. Tho effects of cambec ioterminsd from the
linear theory are combined with the exarct. nonlinear flat-plate solution to
produce nonlinear expressions for the characteristi.cs of arbitrary sections.
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"The resulting theoretical expressions are corrected for aspect ratio by
"conventional aeronautical methods.

"An experimental investigation was made in Langley tank No. 2 of two aspect-
ratio-i hydrofoill, one with a flat surface and one with a cambered lower
surface. A zero cavitation number was obtained in the tank by operating
"the hydrofoils near the free water surface so that their upper surfaces were
completely ventilated. Some data were also obtained on these sections at
finite cavitation numbers. For the condition of zero cavitation number the

' theoretical expressions developed are compared with the results of the present
Sexpermental Investigatio-n and with experimental rriults from other sources.
Agreement between theory and experiment is found to be good for the lift
coefficJent, drag coefficient, center of pres3ure, and location of the upper
cavity streamline provided the magnitude of camber is not e-xcessive.

S-The theory is used to compare the maximum lift-drag ratios obitaiu,-ble from
various cambered sections of approximately equal strength. The analy!'is

(t reveals that the maximu'a lift-Irag ratio is not grc:ttly dun-indent on the type

of camber and that for operation at depths greater than about I chord, a lift-
drag ratio of about 10 is close to the maximum value that can be attained on a
single hydrofoil. s;uppoirtod by one strut and operating at: sý,peeds in excess of
S0 knots at -.ero cavitation number,

10. Van Dcak, S., and Smith, C. V., "Water Entry Impact Shock on Flat
Faced Cylindrical Missile-," NSWC--TR82-433, Sepueraber 1982.

Impact shock dynami,'s, including shock force and impulsoa as funcIon, of time
are described for a flat faced cylindricdl wiossle striking a ;wooth water
surface with thin missile's axis elthc:z normal or oblique to the water's
surface. Shock dynamics calculations were facilitataid by tha development of a
computer program, IMPACT, the use of which is described and a code listing
givtxŽ n.

Cavity size and shape are pre;':nnted. Stability ch,4racterit.;co during the
early running phase are aJ.o discusSne. ito g.neal, the renpori .Lu Ji~ntnded to
proevide the necessary data for tUe design of wat.,r--ontry ordinaLic.

"1II. Th.hoaýnc, W. L. , "Ditching YnvvstibAtion of a 1/2001. Se Xe Model of I
the Space Shuttl Obiter," NASA. CR 2593. October .9Y5.

An investugati-,u woe ,mde to determine 'he. ditchtnug characuetist:.ku ,'f the
(pance shuttle or'býter. Tests wer*- inade with a ].j2-Oc.iae rouiud in order to
deter.aine btyiLavitr patternn at,' .',ccelsration.; ii ''rt';d to th dtt.-. bcini
veh Icl.e 1);.t .biugs wl.ire n.•Ae wIth d-ififeuret con'ivuratlon:s of w d nir g,,
p tosit-t. Also, thO effects of diffTrcTr z tutrfac. o-ndirsionn wvre
• 1es tigateri.

The t-cnt reuults Indic..dd that the. favorable b 'Crlitionn for ditc(hing6 usually
li'lvolvo a lunding attitude ok '22 c. Smuooh di:uchi iigs were alicayu associated
with.b the landing-gear re-tratnd and rcver V1, 4ith the land.ing-gear exeonrild,
Higher" landing iaaus., goenrally, reault:ca in highi r ancierati.xn valuesa Int Lth
the lit:ulna. and n,.rmual directl.coar Surface vr.aves trc-d to in.rease tilL
pittch accel]erat:~v ,: but at t.L: uums•: titsa t.::nd !" rcdl'., thi ...' ,.2.1,*r:'m, (t

the longitudinal a:,d -ormal. lrv.et3.ons.
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12. May, A.. "Watzr Entry and Cavity-Runring Behavior of Missiles," AD-
A020 4229, SEbAE, TR-75-Z, 1975.

This report -..ontains a comprebensivn compilation of test data and analytical
techniques fDr predicting the behavior of vehicles during water entry and
during the cavity-running phase. It coutains data to predict the water iapact
forces on nose shapes such as disks, cones, ogives, spheres, cusps, disk
ogiveai, etc., during vertical and oblique water entry. Cavity development
phenomena are discussed and approrimate ways of predicting cavity size and
shape are presented. Stability characteristics during the early running phase
are discussed. In c-eneral, the report is intended to provide the necessary
data for tne desisn of water-entry ordnance.

13. Johnron, R. A., "Study of Transport Airplane Unplanned Water
: Contect," DOT/FAA/CT-84/3, Februarv 1.984.

This study provides for an identification of accident scenar~o(s) and as-
: sociated occupant ricks and sumrival eq'Aipment needs, relating to the inadve.r-

tent or unplanned water contact of transport categor:y airplanes. This
Identification was obtained, in part, fr-om the results of contractual studies
of transport accident data. The subject study concludes 'hat while the
unplanned water contact of a transport airplane occurs less frequent: than
corresponding ground contract, the impact loads are often higher, leading to
greater fuselage damage. Also, the unplanned water zontact occurs more
frequent than a planned water landing (ditching) and usually involves adverse
flooding conritions. These conditions, in turf, affect the ability of
occupants to retrieve, deploy and/or don on-board flotation equipment.

14. Rawl, E. A., and Kros, D. A., "A Study of the Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Booster Nozzle Valtt Impact Recovecy Loads," Shock &
Vibration Lulletin 46, August 1976.

Solid Rocket Hooster (SRB) nozzle water impact environments are predicted by
6simv-Jified analytical techniques in combiriation with scale model testing. The

analytical appro:0ch,-which provides prelimiuary design data, is based on an
-quivalurt wedge approximation for the? significant design events of maximum
positive and negative applied loadings. The experimental program is performed
to verify the analyiois and to obtain more detailed design data.

Lcale modUl water impact teAts are conducted at the Naval Surface Weapons
Center's Hydrobelllstics Facility using an 8.56 percent model and atmospheric

. presstna scaling. The ve-tical and horizontal initial impact velocities, as
well us initiai impact angle, are varied to obtain paramrtric loads informa-
tion. Overall vehicle accelerations, local pressures, and nozzle/bulkhead
i~iterface loads are measured. Test results are compared to the analytically
derived values.

. 1.5. Kross, D. A., Murphy, N. C., and Rawls, E. A., "Water Impact
Laboratory and Flight Test Results for the Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Booater Aft Skirt," Shock & Vibration Bulletin 54, June
1984.
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A series of water impact tests has been conducted using full-scale segment
representations of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) aft
skirt structure. The baseline reinforced strustural design was tested as well
as various alternative design concepts. A major portion of the test program
consisted of evaluating foam as a load attenuation material. Applied pressures
and response strains were measured for impact velocities from 40 feet per
second (ft/s) to 110 ft/s. The structural configurations, test articles, test
results, and flight results are described.

16. "Methods for Data Production and Loads Analysis of Space Shuttle
Solid Rocket Booster Model Vater Impact Tests," TN-FT-76-4,
September 1976.

This report presents the methodology used to predict full-scale Space Shuttle
Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) water impact loads ftom scale model test data.
Tests conducted included 12.5 inch and 120 inch diameter models of the SRB.
Geometry and mass characteristics of the models were varied in each test
series to reflect the current SRB baseline configuration. Nose first and tail
first water entry modes were investigated with full-scale initial impact
vertical velocities of 40 to 120 ft/sec, horizontal velocities of 0 to 60
ftfsec., and off-vertical angles of 0 to +30 degrees. The test program
included a series of tests with scaled atmospheric pressure.

Scaling relationships were established analytically and later verified by
test. Full-scale equivalent loads were subsequently estimated by applying
these scaling relationships to the model test data for the current SRB
baseline configuration. Load distributions on the cylindrical body, aft
bulkhead, nozzle an, rkirt were predicted for the significant dynamic events
of initial impact., cavi.ty collapse, maximum penetration, rebound and slap-
down.

Loads developed during water impact were found to have a significant influence
on the structural design of the SRB. Initial impact loads are critical to the
design of the nozzle, aft skirt, aft bulkhead, lover cylindrical body and
auxiliary components mounted in the nozzle-skirt annulus region. Loads
developed during cavity collapse also define design requirements for the aft
skirt and lower cylindrical body. Hydrostatic loads developed during maximum
penetration are significant to the design of the lower cylindrical body, while
slapdown loads influence the design of upper cylindrical body and forward
skirt.

17. "Water Impact Test of an Aft Skirt End Ring Segment of the Space
Shtittle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB)j" TM-SM-83-1, March 1983.

This report presents results of water impact tests using an aft skirt end ring
segment of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB).

The tests were conducted in January 1983 by Chrysler Corporation, for NASA/MS-
FC at the Hydroballistics Facility of the Naval Surface Weapons Center, White
Oaks, Maryland.

18. "Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster Water Impact Cavity Collapse
Loads," DP-AH-74-2, May 1974.
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The loads developed for the Baseline 4-11-73 Configuration, with Ind without
nozzle extension, and were defined for the significant dynamic events
of

(i) Initial Impact
(ii) Cavity Formation and Collapse

(iii) Maximum Penetration
(iv) Rebound and Slapdown

Preliminary structural analyses based on previous loads indicated that the
considerable loads developed on the cylindrical body of the vehicle during
cavity collapse constituted design conditions for which the loads should be
more precisely defined. Therefore, additional model testing was conducted to
expand the data base for this refinement. The more precisely defined loads
which resulted are presented here. They supersede the cavity collapse loads
presented earlier for the configuration without nozzle extension.

The cavity collapse loads presented here correspond to initial impact condi-
tions within the range of vertical velocity (Vv) of 80 to 120 ft/sec, horizon-
tal velocity (VH) of 0 to 45 ft/sec and impact pitch angle of 0 to +100.

19. "Preliminary Water Impact Loads for the Space Shuttle Rocket
Booster (SRB)," ED22-75-50, April 1975.

Water impact loads have been estimated for the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket
Booster (SRB) 11/1/74 baseline configuration. Design data for the significant
loading events of initial impact, cavity collapse, miximum penetration, and
slapdown are presented.

20. "SRB Water Impact Slapdown Loads Computer Program CN DIOO/SDL/ADS,"
TN-FT-76-5, September 1976.

A fortran computer program was developed to calculate Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Booster (SRB) water impact slapdown lateral loads, shears and bending
moments. The SRB was modeled as a rigid free/free beam. Inputs include
physical properties, pressures, and accelerations. Outputs are tabular
longitudinal distributions listing and a data file. This file is formatted so
that it can interface directly with existing plotting software. Plots that
graphically illustrate calculated and input distribution can be readily
obtained.

21. "Computer Program for Calculation of Space Shuttle Solid Rocket
Booster Nose Cone Frustruko Water Impact Loads," TN-FT-76-9,
September 1976.

The Spdce Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) Nose Cone Frustum is to be
recovered at sea for reuse in subsequent flights. It will use the drogue
chute of the SRB main parachute system for deceleration and is expected to
impact the water within the range of Vv - 40 to 60 FPS, VH - 0 to 45 FPS, and
0,- ±200. As model test data were not available for direct assessment of
nose cone water impact loads, a computer program using empirical methods was
developed to predict these loads. This document describes the analytical
methods and resulting computer program employed in defining the SRB Nose Cone
Frustum water impact loads.
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22. "Event Retrieval Program C/0100 Design," TN-FT-76-6, September 1976.

This program COIO0/DESIGN, will obtain dependent variable data as a function
of three independent variables. The dependent data his been generated at
Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) events. User inputs the SRB event, the independent
values, and CO]00/DESIGN will output all dependent vallables associated with
the event.

23. "Impact Loads on Warped Planing Surfaces Landing on Smooth and
Rough Water," SIT-DL-71-1514, March 1971.

The impact of planing surfaces on waves is analyzed according to an extension
of the theory for smooth-water impacts in a way that takes account of the
influence of wave kinematics. Impacts of the type incurred by seaplanes, in
which the weight of the craft is sustained by wing lift, are studied. Data
for planing, which is a special case of impact, are used to obtain the needed

relationship between virtual mass and hull geometry.

Impact tests with two models having different amounts of warp, or longitudinal
variation of deadrise are compared with theoretical calculations. It is felt
that the chines-dry planing characteristics used in the calculations, which
were obtained by extrapolation of chines-wet data, were overestimated; more so
for the high-warp model than for the low-warp model. Certain observations are
made concerning the influence of trim, deadrise, beam loading& glide path,
warp rate and waves on the initial stages of the impact, when the vertical
velocity is practically uniform, on the basis of the derived differential
equation of motion. Complete calculations for impact in waves have not yet
been carried out.

Additional experiments to determine the effect of warp rate on chines.dry
planing characteristics would be very useful.

24. "A Method for Calculation of Hydrodynamic Lift for Submerged and

Planing Rectangular Lifting Surfaces," NASA-TR R-I1', 1959.

A method is presented for the calculation of lift coefficients foi rectangular
lifting surfaces of aspect ratios from 0.125 to 10 operating at finite depths
beneath the water surface, including the zero depth or the planing condition.
The theoretical expression for the lift coefficient is made up of a linear
term derived from lifting-lii - theory and a nonlinear term from consideration
of the effects of cronnflow. The crossflow drag coefficient is assumed to
vary linearly from a maximum at an aspect ratio of 0 to z'ro at an aspect
ratio of 10. Theoretical values are compared with experim, ,tai values
obtained at various depths of submet.iion with lifting surfaces having aspect
ratios of 0.125, 0.25, 1.00, 4, 6, and 10.

The method of calculation is also applicabi. to hydrofoils having dihedral
where the dihedral hydrofoil is replaced by a zero dihedral hydrofoil operat-

* ing at a depth of submersion equal to the depth of submersion of the center-
of-load locstioi. on t'xe semispan of the dihedral hydrofoil.

Lift coefficients computed by this method are in good agreement with existing
experimental dat: for aspect ratios from 0.125 to 10 and u.-Pdrel angles up to
300.
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25. "Comparison of Hydrodynamic - Impact Acceleration and Responsn for
Systems with Single and with Multiple Elastic Modes," NACA-TN-
4194, February 1958.

Hydrodynamic-impact tests were made with a multimode elastic model consisting
of a rigid priumatic float and a flexible wing, and the results were compared
with similar experimental results for a single-mode system and with theoreti-
cal solutions. The model had a ratio of sprung mass to hull mass
of 0.48 and a first-mode natural frequency of 4.38 cycles per second. The
tests were conducted in smooth water at fixed trims of 3' and 9' with flight-
path angles of 140 and 60, respectively, and over a range of velocity.

The analysis of the data and comparisons with other experimental and theoreti-
cal results indicated that the applied accelerations were in agreement with
those obtained by the mathod of NACA Report 1074 and that the higher modes
present in the multimode system had no significant effect on the applied
accelerations.

26. Smith, A. G., Warren, C. H. E., and Wright, D. F,, "Investigations
of the Behavior of Aircraft when making a Forced Landing on Water
(Ditching)," R&M Report No. 2917, March 1957.

This investigation reviews the work done up to 1948 on the behavior of
aircraft when making a forced landing on water. It is confined in detail to
the tests made on hydrodynamic and structural performance in the Free Launch--
ing Tank at the Royal Aircraft Establishlent and the Controlled Launching Tank
at the Marine Aircraft Experimental Establishment, and includes an analysis of
the air-sea rescue questionnaires sent in by air crews who have experienced
actusil ditchings. Reference is also made to parallel work in the U.S.A. and
Germany. The work done is primarily concerned with the contributions made to
the Air-Sea Rescue Organization in the 1939-45 war period and the deturmina-
tion of the ditching characteristics and requirements for pout-war civil and
military aircraft.

The work is analyzed in terms of the techniques of testing used and the
results obtained for;

a. The best approach and touchdown techniques

b. The hydrodynamic design and structural strength requirements to
permit the aircraft to float for sufficient time to allow the
uccupants to escape to their dinghies.

It is now possible to understand broadly what features give good ditching
characteristics and also the best procedure to be adopted by the crew and/or
passengers to increase their chances of survival. More quantitative t 3st
techniques with better equipment are being developed to improve this under-
standing and to enable rational design ditching requirements to be iormed.
Work is required particularly on the effect of waves, the impact forces and
pressure distribution on rationalized fuselage shapes and the optimum struc-
tural design to absorb the energy of impact by local failure without producing
too severe a leakage.
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It is clear that design for ditching must be restricted to the cases of a good
approach and good behavior on the water, and that the best and simplest
ditching positions must be available for aircraft occupants, e.g., aft-facing
seats, otherwise the expenditure in weight may be prohibitive. The results
given in this investigation show that these prerequisites can be quite simply
achieved.

27. "Forces on a Flexible Shell During Water Impact," NASA TM X-1781,
May 1969.

rAn experimental investigation was conducted to observe the structur.il loads
produced during water impact of a 1/4-scale model of the Apollo command
module. The heat shield of the model was scaled elastically from an early
Apollo hoat-shiold design that had a symmetric thickness.

The model was tested at full-scale vertical velocities that ranged from 16 to

25 psi and at zero horizontal velocity. Pitch ang]leo were varied from 00 to
200 with primary emphasis at 00.

Test results were indicative that the flexible heat-shield model experienced
impact loads on the structure which were up to twice as great as experienced
by a rigid shell of the same geometry and weight. under the same impact
conditions. Maximum impact loads occurred at a pitch angle of 00 and decreas-
ed to near rigid-shell londs at pitch angles of approximately 15'.

This report contains an analysis of the higher impact loads on the flexible
heat shield and the center of gravity of the model.

28. "Ditching Investigations of Dynamic Models and Effects of Design
Parameters on Ditching Characteristics," NACA-TR-1347, 1958.

Data from ditching investigations conducted at the Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory with dynamic scale models of various airplanes are presented in the
form of tables. The effects of design parameters on the ditching characteris-
tics of airplaneri, bn,,ed on scale-model :investigations and on reports of full-.
scale ditchings are discussed. Various ditching aids are also discussed as a
means of improving ditching behavior.
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APPENDIX B
SOIL IMPACT LTTERATURE SURVEY

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS

F i~u r e a_Q__

B-1 Comparison of Analytical and Test Drag Loads for B-29
CBR 1.5 Clay (Reference 3)

B-2 Comparison of Analytical and Test Rut Depths for
CBR 2.3 Clay (Reference 3) B-30

B-3 Plot of Shearing Stress versus Strain Rate (Reference I) B-31

B-4 Ztwin/Zlinglevs Wheel Spacing, Clay Soil (Reference 11) B-32

B-5 Static Soil Pressure Curves (Reference 2) B-33

B.-6 Soil Dynamic Damping Coefficients for Terrain
Hardness B (Reference 2) B-34

B-7 Subsoil Properties - CBR and Dry Density vs Moisture
Content (Reference 27) B-35

B-8 CBR and Subsoil Modulus Relationship (Reference 27) B-36

B-9 Effect of Porition in Airplane and Airplane Configuration B-37
on Maximum Normal Accelerations During Unflared Landing
Crises (Impact Velocity Corrected to 95 mph)
(Reference 22)

B-10 Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Values for B-38
Maximum Normal Acceleration at Various Impact Angles

(Impact Speed Corrected to 95 mph) (Reference 22)
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ABSTRACTS

1. Cheng, Robert Y. K., "Effect of Shearing Strain-Rate on the Ultimate
Shearing Resistance of Clay," NASA CR-2634, February 1976.

This report describes laboratory te:,ts performed to determine the shearing
resistance of cohesive soils subjec ed to atrain rates between i and 14
rad/sec. A fast step-loading torque apparatus was used to induce a state of

pure shear in a hollow cylindrical soil specimen. The relationship between
shearing resistance and rate of shear deformation was established for various
soil densities expressed in terms of initial water content.

The results of the tests described in this report show that the shearing
resistance increases initially with shearing vlocity, but subsequently
reaches a terminal value as the shearing velocity increases. The terminal
shearing resistance was found to increase as the density of the soil
increases.

Mississippi Buckshot Clay was used in all the tests described in this report.
This is the same type of clay used in the test beds at the NASA-Langley
facility for the measurement of drag loads on aircraft tires during high-
speed operations in clay soil.

2. Cook, C. E. and Gargiulo, J. D., "An Investigation of Landing
Gear-Soft Soil Interaction Utilizing the OV-1OA Aircraft," North
American Aviation/Columbus, North American Rockwell; NR 70H-570;
January 1971.

This report presents the results of a study to investigate the interaction
between the landing gear of the OV-1OA airplane and soft soil. Sixteen
landing and takeoffs were made by the OV-1OA on soft unprepared terrain. Two
fifty-channel oscillographs were used to measure time histories of airplane
response. Measurements were also taken of the terrain contour and static and
dynamic strengths of the soil. Landings were successfully performed with soil
penetrometer (static strength) readings as low as 40 (static load of 20 psi)
for sink speeds as great as 1.6 feet per second.

An analytical model of soil is developed by assuming that the static and
dynamic otrength properties of soil may be represented by a second order
differential equation with variable stiffness and damping coefficients. These
are determined from experimental data from penetronmeter and a specially
constructed cylinder drop test vehicle.

An analytical model of a pneumatic tire on soft soil is also developed. The
primary inputs to the model are the vertical and drag forces generated by the
soil model.

Equations of motion are presented for a mathematical model of the OV-lOA
landing and taking off from yieldable uneven terrain. This model simulates
the soil-tire interactions, landing gear-airplane interactions, and airplane
dynamic response. A system of 20 non-linear, coupled second order differen-
tial equations are used. Analytical determina;ion of landing gear loads for
correlation with experimental data was included in thb- work to be performed
under this contract. However, this task could not bc accomplished within the
allocated funds.
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3. Crenshaw, B. M., "Aircraft Landing Gear Dynamic Loads Induced by
Soil Landing Fields, Vol. I: Prediction Model and Wheel Loads,"
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base; AFFDL--
TR-70-169, Vol. I; June 1972.

This report presents the results of a study to develop a mathematical model to
predict sinkage and the resulting loads for aircraft wheels operating on bare
soil together with experimental results using a 29x11 10PR Type III tire.
Four primary factors which determine soil rutting and drag have been iden-
tified. They consist of the tire spring rate, the soil load deflection
relation, a drag inertia force, and a lift inertia force. Soil load
deflections are based on the mobility number concept developed by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station (WES). Empirical.
constants obtained from tests conducted at the NASA-Langley Landing Loads
Track were used to compute the inertia forces. Comparisons of predicted and
measured rut depths and drag loads are made for a clay soil with CBR's ranging
from 1.5 to 2.3 and speeds from 0 to 90 knots for tir' inflation pressures of
30, 45, and 70 psi. Similar comparisons are made for sand having a surface
strength of CBR 1.5. The experimental program included 173 tests with a
single wheel and 39 tests with two wheels in tandem on buckshot clay and 24
single wheel tests on sand. Overall average differences between predictions
and test data for rut depths were the following: 11% on CBR 1.5, less than 1%
on CBR 2.3, and 1.5% on sand. Overall. average differences for drag loads were
the following: 6% on CBR 1.5, 9% on CBR 2.3, and 12% on sand. Average
positive and negative differences were somewhat higher and were between 11%
and 36%. An alternate computation using a spring-mass-damper model as used in
vibrating foundation studies is albo included. This alternate model is not
recomw.ended as it does not account for drag load interaction and thus is not
representative of the physical system. Methods for improvement of the
alternate model are dincussed. A computer program is described which incor-
porates the soillwhee. interaction model with a simulation of the C-130
aircraft during taxi and take-off. Analyses with this program show that
moderate roughness has negligible effect on take-off distance for either soft
fields or hard surfaces.

4. Crenshaw, B. M., "Development of an Analytical Technique to Predict
Aircraft Landing Gear/Soil Interaction," Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, AFFDL-TR-74-115, Vol. I and II,
January 1975.

This report describes methods and evaluating techniques for determining
aircraft takeoff performance, loads, and capabilities for operation on soil
surface airfields. in addition to take-off and landing distance evaluations,
considerations have also been given to ground operations such as landing
impact, taxi, and turning. Calculation procedures have been developed and
criteria recommendations made.

A revised soil model has been developed to incorporate soil load deflection
curves and to allow for a more meaningful physical representation of the soil
response available at the time (1974). The new model includes the horizontal
shear effects resulting from "skid sinkage."
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A series of computer programs were developed during the course of this prograbi
for calculating aircraft loads and dynamic response on unpaved surfaces. For
given soil strength and surface roughness, these programs compute rut depth,
soil drag loads, aircraft gear loads, and structural accelerations as func-
tions of time and include the dynamic interaction between the aircraft and the
flexible soil surface.

5. Crenshaw, B. M., Butterworth, C. K., and Truesdale, W. B., "Aircraft
Landing Gear Dynamic Loads from Operation on Clay and Sandy Soil,"
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base; AFFDL-
TR-69-51; Fobruary 1971.

This report presents results of tests to obtain experimental data on wheel
performance on soil over a speed range of 0 to 100 knots. Tho tests were
conducted on three soil strengths, CBR 1.5, 2.3 and 4.4 for buckshot clay and
CBR 1.5 for sand. The configuration tested was single 29 x 11-.0 8PR tire
loaded by 5000 pounds ballast weight. In addition to soil type and streTiith
variations, the test variables were tire pressure and speed. Loads and rut
depths were obtained for both free rolling and braking eonditions. Free
rolling drag ratios (p) as high as 0.45 were obtained for zoili with a CBR of
1.5. The drag ratio for free rolling decreased with increasing soil
strengths. During braking, drag ratios as high as 1.0 were obtained for soft
soils but approached more conventional values with increasing soil streugth.
The rut depth wau a maximum at zero forward velocity and decreased with
increasing forward velocity but reached another maxima in thb 30 to 50 knot
speed range and then decreased for the higher speeds. Rut depth& of about 2.2
inches were obtained on CBR 1.5 and 1.2 inches for CBR 2.3 for speeds g:ucater
than zero. Rut depths for static conditions were considerably greater.
Similar responses were obtained on the sand surfaces. This program has
established that there is a pronounced high speed interaction between a wheel.
and a soft surface. This interaction is most pronounced for soft surf- cca and
high tire pressures; it is reduced if either the tire pressure is reduced or
if the soil strength is increased. An analog computer program of the C-130
airplane was developed to incorporate the high speed effects found during the
tests into a soil-gear interaction model. Results from this computer program
compared loads from paved and soft soil runways. Where soil surfaces were
considered in the simulation, wing shear loads are smaller because gear
vertical loads are attenuated by an effective reduction in profile amplitudes
on the yielding surface. This testing has generally verified empirical
prediction methods for drag ratios for low speeds but does not agree well for
the higher speeds. Wheel drag loads were found to vary linearly with rut

depth.

6. ,.reitag, D. R., Green, A. J., and Murphy, Jr., N. R., "Normal
Stresses at the Tire-Soil Interface in Yielding Soils," U.S. Army
Engineer Wlterways Experiment Station, Corps of Engineers, Misc.
Paper No. 4-629, February 1964.

This paper describes the results of tests made to measure the distribution of
stresses at the tire-soil interface under some representative test conditions.
Two soils, a sand and a clay, carefully placed in a test pit, were used in the
program. Each soil was tested at three different levels of strength. A
aingle 11.00 x 20 12PR military tire at one test load was employed. Stresses,
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hcegever, were measured at ,eve.-al different Inflation pressures Tests were

performe.d with the wheel powered and with it towed at a constant speed of
appro...at t ,]y 0./ mph.

The results of the tea.t perfo.misd indicate that the resultant of the normal
stress field w: the tire-surface intierface passes through the center
linel of thi- wheel axlhe for both towed and powered wheels. These tesults are
restricted to very slow moving vehicles, however.

-, Green, A. J., "Performance of Soils Under Tire Loads, Report 5:
Devplopment of Moblity Numbers for Coarse-Grained Soils," Army
Engineer Waterways Experimental Station, Corporation of Engineers,
Tecihnical Report No. 3-666, July 1967.

This report describes the result- of a study to examine the effects of tire
deflection, tire geometry, wheel load, and soil strength on the performance o"
cciarse--g'rained soils subject: so moving tire loads. Empirical criteria w-.re
developed based on analysis of test results that combine the independent
parameters of the soil-vehicle system and relate them to dependent perror-
mance characteristics such as sinkage, towed force, etc. A combination of
independent parameters called mobility numbers were developed whicIh account
for the mbined effects of soil strength, tire section widtl. and diameter,
wheel load, and tire deflection on wheel performance as measured Ly perfor-
mance coefficients. The mobility n'-tbers developed Ini thl.,i study are
applicable to single wheels operating on sand at speeds commonn to surtace
vehicles.

A multiple-pass analysis was conducted to illustrate that performance on the
second and third passe also can be related to the sond mobility numrber,
although the relation was not the came as that for the first pasc. It is
shown in a similar fashion that the performance Of vehicles on coarse-graIned
sand can be predicted using a relation based on the sand mobility numher.

8. Kraft, D. C., "Analytical Landing Gnear--S•il Tnter action--Phase I.,"
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
AFFDL-TR-68-88, August 1968.

This report describes the results of a study to deter-wine the variables whirth
significantly influence aircraft perfoimance when operatzng on soil runways.

Analysis of available experimental drag--Slnakage-velociy data led to the
defining of at least three distinct regions for which the sinkage ratio--
vy 1 ocrty -e latvionshi-n r.how:4 a di•stint respoinse. The".e velocity regions are
0-5 knots, 5-50 knots, and -,elocities greater- than 50 knots. A drag ratio.-
sinkage ratio lease square fit was developed f-or use in tb.s second of these
velocity regponse. The effscts of twin wheel arrtngeements were analyzed on '
preliminary basis. The resv.ltq of a sinkage study usiog availrble (1968)
prediction methods indicates that present s.'lkage- analysis accuracy is in toe
range of +50% to +100%.
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In order to develop a suitable flotation criteria, an investigation was
conducted into a dynamic landing gear contacting element-soil interaction
response model, utilizing elastic theory. These results led to the develop-
ment of a flctation parameter (related to sinkage) and a flotation index
(related to drag) in nomographic form, which permits comparative flotation
analysis of landing gear systems.

9. Kraft, D. C., Hoppenjans, J. R., an6 Edelen, Jr., W. F., "Design
Procedure for Estimating Aircraft Capability to Operate on Soil
SSurfaces," Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, AFFDL-TR-72-129, December 1972.

This report describes a ystematic design procedure for establishing various
* landing gear combinations of tire size, spacing, and configuration which will

minimize rolling drag and satisfy the criteria of 200 non-braking passes for
aircraft having take-off/landing weights of 150,000 to 250,000 lbs. and low
horizontal speeds (close to or less than 40 knots), operating on a standar-
dized CBR 6 (or equivalent) soil surface. The design procedure presented
combines the latest results (1972) of Air Force sponsored landing gear/soil
interaction research with -reviously developed Army Corps of Engineers
Waterways Experiment Station (WES) coverage technique.

The procedure is a first attempt to make the research results of existing Air
Forre Flight Dynamics Laboratory programs available toward the improvement
of flotation design capability. The design procedure, subject to certain
stated limitations, includes techniques for (1) predicting rolling and braking

*I drags and trag ratios, (2) incorporating multiwheel influences on drag and
sinkage, and (3) determining allowable aircraft passes. Additionally, the
design procedure has been incorporated in a computer program format for
utilization on the CDC 6600 located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. The
computer program is restricted to aircraft with tricycle type landing gear
systems.

10. Kraft, D. C., Luming, H., Hoppenjans, J. R., "Aircraft Landing
Gear-Soils Interaction and Flotation Criteria, Phave II," Flight
Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, AFFDL-TR-69-
7b, November 1969.

This report describes the results of an investigation directed at defining
landing gear-soil interaction and developing flotation criteria to permit
comparative evaluation of the relative merits of various landing gear
configurations.

A basic aircraft tire-soll interaction equation relating the drag ratio (RIP)
to sinkage ratio (ZMO) was developed for the velocity range 5 knots to 40
knots. The influence of high velocity and multiple wheel configur~itions on
flotation performance was determined on a preliminary basis. Empirical
sinkage pred.irction equations were developed for predicting the sinkage of
aircraft type tires on cohesive and cohesionless soils with san estimated
accuracy ol +40% withid the 907 confidence limits. The results of the Single
Wheel Verification Tents are reported and used to verify the developed
flotation analysis equations.
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An analytical approach to sinkage prediction using finite element techniques
was developed to give a more rational approach to sinkage analysis. The soil
was assumed to be an elastic-perfectly plastic medium. The results of this
analytical approach as given by the compute, program developed during this
study and the results of a test case evaluation are described in detail.

A preliminary Single Whiel Relative Merit Index (RMI) was developed for
permitting a comparative evaluation of the flotation characteristics of
aircraft cires on soil. The RMI was used to rate the flotation capacity of
aircraft tires currently used on cargo, bomber, and fighter aircraft.

11. Kraft, D. C., Luming, H., and Hoppenjans, J. R., "Multiwheel
Landing Gear-Soils Interaction and Flotation Criteria--Phase III,"
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
AFFDL-TR-71-12, May 1971.

This report describes the results of the third phase of a study to analytical-
ly define landing gear-soil interaction and to develop a system for rating the
relative flotation capacity of landing gear contact elements and landing gear
systems during aircraft operation on semi and unprepared soil runways. During
this phase, existing data relating drag ratio to multiwheel geometry paramete-
rs were collected and summarized. Also, twin plate vertical load tests were
performed to determine the sinkage interaction effects produced by adjacent
dynamic plate loads as compared to a single isolated plate load under similar
test conditions.

A computer program has been developed to study the effects of multiwheel
landing gears on the sinkage of tires into soil. The trends shovn in these
results were consistent with those observed in the twin plate vertical load
test.

Based on the resilts of this study, multiwheel criteria were developed which
permit the evaluation of aircraft flotation performance. The criteria also
permits aircraft designers to determine optimum landing gear configuration for
aircraft leading to drag minimization. Available and proposed flota-
tion/operation criteria are outlined.

12. Ladd, D. W., "Ground Flotation Requirements for Aircraft
Landing Gear," Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
Corps of Engineers, M±scellaneous Paper No. 4-459, July 1965.

This paper presents a set of design curves which can be used to assist the
aircraft designer in designing a landing gear that will support a given
aircraft load without overloading an airfield of stated strength. Seven
classes of Zone-, f-Interior and Theater-of-Operation airfields are defined to
which the design curves presented specifically apply. The landing gear design
parameters included are number of wheels, spacing of wheels, tire contact
area, gear type, and load range.

13. Ladd, D., and Ulery, Jr., H., et al, "Aircraft Ground-Flotation
Investigation," Parts I-XIX, Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, AFFDL-TDR-66-43, Parts I-XIX, August
1967.
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This report summarizes results of an extensive study to develop a method for
designing an efficient landing gear configuration for aircraft required to
operate on Theater-Of-Operation class airfields. The method was developed
from a series of ground-flotation tests conducted on mat-surfaced subgrades
and unsurfaced subgrades. Also presented is a discussion of the testing
procedures and techniques and of the analysis of all tests conducted in
conjunction with the ground flotation investigation, including tracking, drag,
and speed tests.

To develop criteria for the efficient design of aircraft landing gears, a
series of traffic tests were conducted with numerous wheel configurations,
loads, and tire pressures. The configurations varied from a single wheel up
to 12 wheels; loading weights varied from 1000 to 273000 pounds; tire pressure
ranged from 10 to 250 psi; and wheel spacing varied from 2.0 radii up to 6.8
radii. From data developed from these tests, a generalized single wheel
criteria was developed. Speed versus drag relations were obtained from scale
model tests in which various speeds, loads, tire pressures and tire sizes were
investigated.

14. Leland, T. J. W. and Smith, E. G., "Aircraft Tire Behavior
During High-Speed Operations in Soil:" NASA TN D-6813; August
1972.

An investigation to determine aircraft tire behavior and operating problems in
soil of different characteristics was conducted at the Langley landing-loads
track using a 29 x 11.0-10 SPR Type III tire. Four clay test beds of
different moisture content and one sand test bed were used to expiore the
effects on axle drag loads developed during operation at different tire
inflation pressures in free rolling, locked-wheel braking, and yawed (corne-
ring) modes, all at forward speeds up to 95 knots.

The test results indicate that, in general, axle drag loads are highly
dependent on forward velocity, with loads initially decreasing from static or
low speed and then rising sharply with increasing forward speed to a peak in
the velocity range of 40 knots for the configurations tested. Further
increases in speed bring about a reduction in drag load by a phenomena not
presently understood. In addition, for a given soil strength, the magnitude
of the axle drag load is strongly a function of tire inflation pressure with
higher inflation Pressures resulting in higher axle drag coefficients.

15. Richmond, L. D., Grueske, N. W., DeBord, K. J., et al,
"Aircraft Dynamic Loads from Substandard Landing Sites," Flight
Dynamics Laboratory. Wright-Patterson Air Forns Ramp; AFDL-TR-67-
145, Part l-V, September 1986.

This report describes the results of a detailed study of ground-induced
dynamic loads resulting from operations on substandard airfields. The study
was divided into 5 phases. A mathematical model to study tire-soil
interaction effects was developed in Phase I. Phase II was a site selection
and field measurement program to obtain field roughness profiles and soil
strength infotmation from fields typical of those expected to be found in
remote theaters of operations. The information from Phases I and ILI was used
in Phase III to conduct comprehensive airplane ground-load dynamic analyses
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and . formulate airplane design loads and criteria. The development of the
tire-soil model was based on the results of a literature survey and
experimental data collected from the 367-80 airplane (707/KC-133 prototype)
during high-flotation taxi tests conducted by The Boeing Company at Harper
Lake, California, in September 1964. The development resulted in empirical
expressions that related soil sinkage and rolling resistance to soil strength,
tire vertical force, tire characteristics, and taxi velocity. The original
development of the empirical non-dimensional expressions was accomplished by
the U.S. Army Corps Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES). The results
of the literaturt sunrvy and the tire-soil model development obtained during
the phase I study are presented in Part II. A total of 9 substandard sites
were selected for field measurements from approximately 27 sites visited.
These sites, located throughout the United Statos were selected on the basis
of their availability to the field survey team and their suitability as a
forward-area airfield. The profiles on these sites represented various
degrees of preparation, from semi-prepared to unprepared, and included a
variety of soil types. Soil strength measurements and soil samples were
collected at each site and the profile roughness was measured. These measure-
ments are presented in Parts III and IV. Phase III was an analytical study to
determine the dynamic loads and degradation in takeoff performanvce of
airplanes operating from substandard airfields. Digital and analog computer
models simulating the 367-80 airplane in a high flotation con, iguration were
used to conduct the landing impact, taxi, and landing-and-takeoff-distance
analysis. The effects of soil strength and profile roughness were included.
Parametric variations of tire pressure, gross weight, and taxi velocity were

also examined. Prior to the dynamic analysis, a statistical. analysis of the
profile data was performed. From this data, artificial profiles and sets of
discrete one-minus cosine bumps representative of one of the measured profiles
were generated. The dynamic loads resulting from excitation due to the
artificial profile and the discrete bumps were compared to the loads from the
actual profile. The landing impact analysis was performed using a model
similar to the taxi-analysis model except that soil flexibility was not
included. A smooth, rigid surface was used in determining the maximum gear
and airplane loads developed during landing impact. The takeoff-and-landing-
distance performance analysis was performed using a structurally rigid model
operating on a smooth, soft soil surface. The effects of changes in the soil
strength, tire inflation pressure, and gross weight on takeoff distances were
examined. The variation in landing distance with braling coefficient was
investigated.

From the results of this study, 4t was concluded that the simplified soil
representation was satisfactory 3r the taxi analysis because of the
relatively small influence that the soil strength has on dynamic loads. The
effects of surface roughness were most pronounced on the dynamic loads. For
analysis purposes, the discrete excitation will give peak loads that are
conservative, while the artificial runways will give results that are uncon-
servative. The results indicate that this class of airplane could
successfully operate from semi-prepared sites with only minor modifications to
current criteria and operating procedures. It doe. not seem feasible to
operate this class of airplane from the unprepared sites examined in this
study.
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16. Sharp, A. L., "Computer Programs for the Prediction of Aircraft
Takeoff: Performance on Clay and Sand Airfields," Flight Dynamics
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, AFFDL-TR-68-115, April
1969.

This report describes a prediction method for estimating wheel sinkage,
landing gear drag, and aircraft take-off performance on clay and sand air-
fields of various bearing strengths. The method is based on a method
developed by Boeing (AFFDL-TR-6'/-145) which uses modified Mobility Numbers
developed by the Army Waterways Experiment Station (WES). Estimates of take-
off distance, wheel. drag to vertical force ratios for the full ground velocity
range, and the wheel sinkage into the soils are prepared for the C-5 and C--
141 aircraft.

Three FORTRAN IV computer programs were developed based on the methods
generated by Boeing and WES. The firot of these is used to calculate drag and
sinkage for wheels attached to one strut while taxiing at constant speed. The
second considers the complete aircraft taxiing at constant velocity and the
third calculates takeoff performance of a complete aircraft on hard surface
(paved runways) and on clay and sandy soils. The computer programs were
tested for accuracy by analyzing conditions which were identical to those used
by Boeing and comparing the results with Boeing's full scale airplane tests.

17. Truesdale, W. B. and 'lelson, R. D., "Aircraft Landing Gear Dynamic
Loads Induced by Soil Landing Fields, Vol. II: Soil Tests and Soil
Response Studies:" Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, AFFDL-TR-70-169, Vol. II, June 1972.

This report contnins a description of the construction and maintenance of the
buckshot clay test bed used for tandem and single wheel high speed landing
gear tests conducted at the NASA Langley Landing Loads Track. The test bed
was constructed to a CBR strength of 2.7, moisture content of 32.5 percent,
dry density of 86.0 pcf, degree of saturation of 91.7 percent, and airfield
penetration resistance of 1.7 to 1.8. Analysis of dynamic soil behavior
indicated that wave propagation velocities in the soil and soil inertia
effects become significant at forward velocities greater than 60 knots.
Strain-rate effects are significant at all velocities for buckshot clay and
cause 50 to 60 percent increases of shear strength at a forward velocity of 50
knots. Strain-rate effecta on sand are insignificant except when pore
pressures are developed. The wheel will "outrun" the bow wave or shear wave
propagating ahead of the wheel at forward velocities greater than the 150 to
250 knot velocity of the soil shear wave. A series of dynamic plate bearing
tests conducted with a controlled rate of loading have shown that the response
of a rolling wheel can be duplicated in a dynamic plate test. These tests
showed a decrease in soil stiffness in the same velocity range in which
increased drag and sinkage were observed 'o occur in the field tests. The
increase in sinkage and drag loads that occurrad when brakes were applied can
be accounted for by the passive earth pressure theories and the change in
stress distribution on the soil-wheel interface.
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18. Turnage, G. W., and Green, Jr., A. J., "Performance of Soils Under
Tire Loads. Analysis of Tests in Sand from September 1962 Through
November 1963," U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
Corps of Engineers, Technical Report No. 3-666, Report 4, February
1966.

This report examines the effects of tire deflection, tread, carcass stiffness,
construction, speed, and slip on tire performance in a dry sand. Tests were
performed using b th Yuma (desert) and mortar sand. Test speeds 7varied from
approximately 0.3 upnh to 12 mph.

The tept results indi ate that for best performance in a dry sand, a tire
should be highly deflected, smooth, and of dagonal-ply construction.
Variations in carcass stiffness have negligible effects on tire performance
when comparisons are made at equal loads and deflcctions. Performance of
pneumatic tires in sand is affected by speed; however, the extent of this
influence was not wholly determined.

19. Van Deusen, B. D., "A Statistical Technique for the Dynamic
Analysis of Vehicles Traversing Rough Yielding and Non-Yielding
Surfaces:" NASA CR-659, March 1967.

This report describes a statistical analysis technique for the classification
of virgin terrestrial and extraterrestrial surfaces. A method is devised
whereby a single parameter is used to completely specify the surface roughness
in a statistical sense.

A dynamic nonlinear yielding surface model was developed from existing
information of soil mechanics. The model includes hysteresis due to initial
soil compaction and effects of vehicle speed and loading area.

An analogue computer program, capable of predicting the dynamic response of
typical lunar vehicles traversing yielding and nonyielding surfaces, was
developed. A technique is included which allows a random surface profile to
be introduced between the vehicle model and the yielding surface model and
allows vehicle-surface separation.

20. Eiband, A. M., Simpkinson, S. H., and Black, D. 0., "Accelerations
and Passenger Harness Loads Measured in Full-Scale, Light-Airplane
Crashes:" NACA TN 2991, August 1953.

.ul--scale, lighI-.ijJeL I Lnt -iuatn st--si a-iet we-re

conducted to determine the decelerations to which occupants are exposed and
the resulting harness forces encountered in this type of accident. Crashes at
impact speeds from 42 to 60 miles per hour were studied. The airplanes used
were of the familiar steel-tube, fabric-covered, tandem, two-seat type.

In crashes up to an impact speed of 60 miles per hour, crumpling of the
forward fuselage structure prevented the maximum deceleration at the rear-
seat location from exceeding 26 to 33g. This maximum g value appeared
independent of the impact speed. Restraining forces in the seat-belt/
shoulder-harness combination reached 5800 pounds. The rear-seat occupant can
survive crashes of the type studied at impact speeds up to 60 miles per hour,
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if body movement is restrained by an adequate seat-belt/shoulder-harness
combination so as to prevent injurious contact with obstacles normally present
in the cabin. Inwardly collapsing cabin structure, however, is a potential
hazard in the higher-speed crashes.

21. Wignot, J. E., et al, "Aircraft Dynamic Wheel Load Effects on
Airport Pavements," Lockheed-California Company; Federal
Aviation Administration, FAA-RD-70-19, May 1970.

This report describes the results of a problem which included scaled pavement
tests, analysis to determine airplane imposed loads on pavement and pavement
response, correlation between empirical data and analyses and a literature
review. Based on the results of the program, it was concluded that airplane
dynamic wheel loads have significant effects on portions of airport pavement.

The results of the investigation indicate that the two distinguishable effects
that influence the stress the pavement experiences are (1) airplane induced
loads and (2) moving load phenomenon. For a given level of runway unevenness,
the loads that will be imposed on the pavement can be accurately defined for
various ground operations performed. However, the pavemanc rooponse to a

moving load can vary substantially depending upon the 1.,ind - of materials and
'I types of construction used. To obtain proper assessment of moving load

effects, full scale pavement tests are considered ne':essary to provide needed
data.

Two test plans are presented. One approach involves "Operational Statistical
Tests" and depends upon a heavy statistical sample of data. The alternate
approach involves "Moving Load Track Tests" and provides data for point-by-
point correlation using analytical data under carefully controlled conditions
and configurations.

22. Preston, G. M. and Pesman, G. J., "Accelerations in
Transport-Airplane Crashes:" NACA TN 4158; Febrt.a~ry 195g.

Full-scale transport airplanes were crashed experimentally to determine the
crash loads that result from a variety of crash events. It was concluded that
pressurized transport airplanes can withstand high-!.mpact-angle crashes and
still maintain survivable areas within the fuselage. During unflared-landing
crashes, greater fuselage crushing occurred with high-wing than with low-wing
airplanes. Airplanes with strong fuselage structures that do not deform and
produce sharp, well-supported plowing edges will have relitively low lon-
gitudinal accalerstion during crashes similar to those studied. N*A .. ,
accelerations exceeding human tolerance can occur in crashes in which modest
fuselage damage occurs. Within the structural range represent by the
airplanes crashed, the configuration of the airplane had little effect on the
normal acceleration.

23. Reed, W. H., et al, "Full-scale Dynamic Crash Test of a
Lockheed Constellation Model 1649 Aircraft," Aviation Safety
Engineering and Research, Federi.l Aviation Agency, FAA-ADS-
38, October 1965.
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This report provides the details of a full-scale crash test of a large
transport aircraft. The purpose of the test was to obtain crash environment
data of the test aircraft and the various experiments installed aboard the

aircraft.

The Federal Aviation Agency sponsored the test program with the participation
of several other organizations who provided data recording equipment and
special experiments on board the test aircraft. The participating organiza-
tions included the U.S. Navy, the U.S. Army, the U.S. Air Force, the Society
of Automotive Engineers and the Flight Safety Foundation which conducted the
test under contract to and with the guidance of the FAA. The special experi-
ments consisted of military crew and commercial passenger seats, cargo
restraint systems, postcrash locator beacons, baby and child restraint
systems, radioactive material containers, a military litter system, and
provisions for emergency lighting.

The test involved a Lockheed Constellation Model 1649A aircraft, which was
guided into a series of crash barriers with a monorail nose gear guidance
system. The aircraft was accelerated under its own power by rqmote control
for a distance of 4,000 feet, reaching a velocity of 112 knots. Initial
impact occurred against barriers which removed the landing gear, permitting
the airplane to become airborne until the moment of impact with the wing and
fuselage crash barriers.

The wing fuel tanks were ripped open by the wing barriers, allowing simulated
fuel to spill out in a heavy mist during the crash sequence. The fuselage was
broken in two places during the crash, just aft of the cockpit between
fuselage stations 370 and 380 and just aft cf the galley between fuselage
stations 1020 and 1030. Peak longitudinal accelerations on the order of 25G's
were measured at the cockpit floor when the aircraft impacted the 20 degree
slope. Most of the onboard .xperiments remained in their relative locations
throughout the test.

24. Rned, W. H., at el, "Full Scale Dynamic Crash Test of a
Douglas DC-7 Aircraft," Aviation Safety Engineering and
Research, FAA Technical Report ADS-37, Federal Aviation
Administration, Washington, D.C., April 1965, AD 624051.

This report describes a test program designed to obtain crash environment data
regarding fuel containment and to collect data on the behavior of various
components and equipment aboard the aircraft, using a DC-7 as the test
vehicle.

The test involved a DC-7 aircraft which N •s guided into a series of crash
barriers with a monorail nose gear guidanc system. The aircraft was ac-
celeratad under its own power by remote control for a distance of 4000 feet,

4! reaching a velocity of 110 knots. At the end of this acceleration run, the
aircraft impacted against a specially designed barrier which removed the
landing gear, permitting the aircraft to become airborne until the moment of
impact with wing and fuselage crash barriers.
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The wing and fuselage barriers were designed to provide the follov.ing crash
sequence: The left wing was to impact against an earthen mound shaped to
produce a simulated wing-low accident. Simultaneously, the right wing was to
impact telephone poles implanted vertically to simulate trees. Next, the main
fuselage was to impact against an 8-degree slope. The slope was designed so
that the aircraft could become airborne after sliding a short distance along
the ground. Finally, the aircraft was to impact against a 20-degree slope to
simulate a crash with a steeper angle of impact.

The test occurred as planned except that the aircraft, instead of coining to
rest on the 20-degree slope, bounced over the hill on which the slope was
formed and landed at the base of the backside of the hill. A failure of the
voltage control regulator, in the data recording system, prevented the program
from reaching all its objectives.

25. Sela, A. D., and Ehrlich, I. R., "Load Support Capacity of
Flat Plates of Various Shapes in Soil," Automotive Engineer-
ing Congress, Society of Automotive Engineers; Paper No.
710178; January 1971.

This paper reports the results of a study to develop a general theory of plate
sinkage which is applicable to a wide variety of soils, sinkages, plate sizes,
and plate shapes.

The plate sinkage model developed in this study was verified, using available
soil test results. The soils considered in these tests were air dry mason
sand, buckshot clay, very fine grained Yuma sand, Michigan loam, and Ohio
sand. No CBR numbers were given for these soils. The analytical model was
found to correlate with all the experimental results included in the paper.
The model has two regions of application--a "transition" region which is
between 0 and 1 inch of sinkage and the region greater than I" sinkage.

26. Whitman, R. V. and Healy, K. A., "Shear Strength of Sands
During Rapid Loadings," Journal of the Soil Mechanics and
Foundations Division, Proceedings of the American Society of
Civil Engineers, April 1962.

Triaxial tests with times-to-failure from 5 minutes to 5 milliseconds have

been used to investigate the effect of strain-rate on the strength of dry and
saturated sands. New techniques were developed for applying strains rapidly,
and for measuring the resultant stresses and pore pressures. It was necessary
to a -i careful attention to the possible influence of testing error&, of
inertia forces, and of the membrane effect.

The peak friction angles of the sands that were tested were substantially
indepervlent of failure-time. However, the excess pore pressures generated
within saturated loose sands, did, for certain conditions, vary with failure-
time. For these conditions the compressive strengths were correspondingly
time-dependent. A tentative :iypothesis has been advanced to explain this
behavior. One loose saturated sand exhibited a pronounced yield point at low
strains, and the yield point stress decreased as the rapidity of load applica-
tion increased.
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27. Wittlin, G., Gamon, M. A., and LaBarge, W. L., "Full Scale
Crash Test Experimental Verification of a Method of Analysis
for General Aviation Structural Crashworthiness," FAA-RD-77-
188, February 1978.

The results of the Task II effort to experimentally verify a method of
analysis of the structural dynamics response of general aviation airplanes
subjected to a crash environment are presented.

Included in this report is a description of the preparation for the perfor-
mance of four instrumented full-scale crash tests involving a single-engine,
high wing type airplane. All crash testing was performed at the NASA Langley
Impact Dynamics Research Facility (IDRF). The crash tests involved a wide
range of impact attitudes and included one impact into a soil covered terrain.

Program KRASH, refined for general aviation airplane application during TASK
I, is used to mathematically model the single-engine, high-wing type airplane
for each of the crash tests. An analysis of each crash condition is performed
and the results with regard to post-crash sequence, cg velocity, energy
distribution, cabin deformation, member deflections, structure failures, and
floor, occupant and engine mass accelerations are presented. Correlation
between analysis and test results in presented for each crash test. Com-
parisons of analytical and test results are presented for the composite of all
four crash tests. The analytical results are shown to be in agreement with
test results. Conclusions are presented following the summary of results.
Appendices A, B, C and D are included and contain soil test data, literature
survey and evaluation results, test data, and structural model data, respec-
tively.

A three volume KEASH User's Manual is described in a separate document.

28. Cheng, R. Y. K., "Soil Analyses and Evaluations at the Impact
Dynamics Research Facility for Two Full-Scale Aircraft Crash
Tests," NASA CR 159199, August 1977.

An investigation to determine the aircraft structural crash behavior and
occupant survivability for aircraft crashes on a soil surface was conducted at
the Impact Dynamics and Research Facility at NASA Langley Research Center.
This report contains the results of placement, compaction, and maintenance of
two soil test beds, and a description of the craters formed by the aircraft
after each test.

29. Vaughan, V., Jr. and Hayduk, k. J., 'Crash Tests of Four
Identical High-Wing Single-Engine Airplanes," NASA TP 1699.

Four identical four-place, high-wing, single-engine airplane specimens with
nominal masses of 1043 kg were crash tested at the Langley Impact Dynamics
Research Facility under controlled free-flight conditions. These tests were
conducted with nominal velocities of 25 m/sec along the flight path at various
flight-path angles, ground-contact pitch angles, and roll angles. Three of
the airplane specimens were crashed on a concrete surface; one was crashed on
soil .
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Crash tests revealed that on a hard landing, the main landing gear absorbed
about twice the energy for which the gear was designed but sprang back,
tending to tip the airplane up to its nose. On concrete surfaces, the
airplane impacted and remained in the impact attitude. On soil, the airplane
flipped over on its back. The crash impact on the nose of the airplane,
whether on soil or concrete, caused massive structural crushing ot the forward
fuselage. The livable volume was maintained in both the hard-landing and the
nose-down specimens but was not maintained in the roll-impact and nose-down-
on-soil specimens. The pilot and copilot dummies impacted the instrument
panel in the airplane specimens that lost cabin volume. Peak accelerations on
the cabin floor were generally under -25g; for the nose-down-on-soil specimen,
however, they were as high as -45g. The highest accelecations in the dummies'
pelvises were in the normal direction and peaked as high as - 6 5g in the nose-
down-on-soil test. The dummies' heads that impacted the structure experienced
accelerations as high as - 6 0g, while non-impact accelerations were about -

20g.

30. Castle, C. B. and Alfaro-Bou, E., "Crash Tests of Three
Identical Low-Wing Single-Engine Airplanes," NASA TP-2190,
September 1983.

Three identical four-place, low-wing single-engine airplane specimens with
nominal masses of 1043 kg were crash-tested at the Langley Impact Dynamics
Research Facility under controlled free-flight conditions. The tests were
conducted at the same nominal impact velocity of 25 m/sec along the flight
path. Two airplanes specimens were crashed on a concrete surface (at 100 and
-300 pitch angles), and one was crashed on soil (at a -300 pitch angle).

The three tests revealed that the specimen in the -300 test on soil sustained
massive structural damage in the engine compartment and fire wall. Severe

* damage, but of lesser magnitude, occurred in the -300 test on concrete, and
* the least structural damage was experienced in the 10o test on concrete.

An average longitudinal cabin-floor acceleration of -26g occurred in the -300
test on soil. An average normal cabin floor acceleration of -29g occurred in
the -300 test on concrete. Acceleratiotis in the 10" test on concrete were the
lowest for the three tests. In the -30 test on soil, the longitudinal
acceleration on the pilot's pelvis was -60g; whereas for the -300 test on
concrete, the acceleration was -2 3 g. The tensions in the pilot's lap
belt for the two -300 tests was 3700 N and 200 N, respectively. The normal
acceleration in the pilot's seat pan was - 8 g and -37g, respectively. The 100
test on concrete produced a longitudinal pelvis acceleration of - 6 g, negligib-
1e lap-hblt terp nn and a normal seat-pan accclcration of --14g.

31. I0aananen, D. 11., et al, "Aircraft Crash Survival Dwjign
Guide, Volume III Aircraft Structural Crashworthiness,"
USARTL-.TR-79-32C, Pugust 1980.

This volume (Volume 111) contains information on the design of aircraft
structures and structural elements for improved crash survivability. Current
requirements for structural design of U.S. Army aircraft pertaining to
crashworthiness are discussed. Principles for crashworthy design are
presented in detail for the landing gear and fuselage subject to a range of
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crash conditions, Lncluding impacts that are primarily longitudinal, vertical,
or lateral in nature and those that involve more complicated dynamic condi-
tions, such as rollover. Analytical methods for evaluating structural
crashworthiness are described. Contains a discussion of fuselage airframe
design principles and concepts. In particular the material on energy absorp-
tion, earth plowing reduction of aircraft mass and design concepts for
improved crashworthiness provides data pertinent to soil penetration studies.

32. PI, W. S., "A Dynamic Tire/Soil Contact Surface Interaction
Model for Aircraft Ground Operations," AIAA Paper 85-0708,
1985.

This paper describes a dynamic tire/soil contact surface interaction model for
aircraft ground operations. The formulation uses a finite clement kernel
function approach. It is based on the concept of the quasi-steady motion of a
tived-wheel rolling at a constant speed on a linear viscoelastic layer (soil).
In the soil model, the Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and shear modulus are
treated as three independent parameters, and the inertia and viscous damping
effects are included. The model thus developed can be utilized to predict the
contact pressure distribution, soil deformation pattern, and tire footprint
area shape developed beneath the moving tired-wheel. Numerical examples were

A given to correlate the experimental results from a high flotation test
program. In general, the predicted drag ratio versus the speed results
compare well with the test data trend for soils with various strengths. The
analyses indicate that the high drag force and severe rutting occur when the
wheel forward speed is near the shear wave velocity of the soil. Furthermore,
the numerical results show that all soil parameters used in the model play
significant roles in determining the soil strength and the responses. These
I.arameters should be retained in a comprehensive analysis on aircraft
tire/soil interaction.

33. Shanks, D. H. and Garnett, R. V., "Performance of

Aircraft Pneumatic Tires in Soft Soil," Aeronautical
Journal, January 1981.

This paper is concerned with the rolling resistance, or drag, of an unpowered

pneur-'tic-tyred wheel rolling at high velocities in soft soil. Its applica-

tie j to undercarriage design for aircraft intended to operate from unsur-
f iirfields, and to the inverse problem of predicting the performance of

ng aircraft in such conditions. New data from wheel tests are given,
jed to test, for the first time, a proposed predictive method. An

attempt is then made to show how a more satisfactory method could be devised,
using a very simple .heological. moudel for clay.

34. Cassino, V., "Soft Airfield Tests with F-4 Aircraft," ESL-
TR-82-18, December 1981.

Tests were conducted to investigate the interaction of soil surfaces with the
landing gear of F-4E aircraft to validate cemputer prediction routines. Site
selection and soil tests are described. In-place soil tests were conducted,
and aircraft ground performance was measured during towed and powered taxi
operations. Soil strength was adequate to support the aircraft for the two
loadings used. Laboratory tests were performed to further identify the soil
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strength parameters. Aircraft location while operating on the test area was
determined by a ground survey system and a laser tracking system.

35. Hay, D. R., "C-141A Ground Flotation Test on Landing
Mat and Unsurfaced Runways-Civil Engineering Support,"
AFW-TR-70-30.

The Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Civil Engineering Division (AFWL-WLCT),
provided civil engineering support for the C-141A Ground Flotation Test on a
landing mat runway and an unsurfaced runway. The flight tests were conducted
by the Lockheed-Georgia Company. The primary objectives of the test program
were to determine the capability of the C-141A aircraft to operate from
landing mat runways and to demonstrate the capability to operate on an
unsurfaced runway. The support provided included soil strength measurements
on the runways, elevation profiles on the runways, and evaluation of the
effects of the C-141A on the unsurfaced and landing mat runways. The data
collected during the test program are presented and discussed. Approximately
370 takeoffs, landings, and taxis were conducted on the landing mat runway
without any major operational problems. Fourteen C-141A operations were
successfully conducted on an unsurfaced runway with soil strengths ranging
from CBR 2 to CBR 20.

36. Trafford, J. W., et al, "Aircraft Tire Behavior During High-
Speed Operations in Soil," NASA TN D-6813, August 1972.

An investigation to determine aircraft tire behavior and operating problems in
soil of different characteristics was conducted at the Langley landing-loads
track with a 29 x 11.0-10, 8-ply-rating, type [TI tire. Four clay test beds
of different moisture content and one sand test bed were used to explore the
effects on axle drag loads developed during operation at different tire
inflation pressures in free rolling, locked-wheel braking, and yawed (corne-
ring) modes, all at forward speeds up to 95 knots. The test results indicated
a complicated drag-load-velocity relationship, with a peak in the drag-load
curve occurring near 40 knots for most test conditions. The magnitude of this
peak was found to vary with tire iniflation pressure and soil character and, in
certain cases, might prove large enough to make take-off hazardous.

37. Turnage, G. W., et al, "Prediction of Aircraft Ground
Performance by Evaluation of Ground Vehicle Rut
Depths," AD775744, February 1974.

Two single aircraft tires (20--20, 22-PR and 49-17, 26-PR) and three standard
military trucks (M715, 1-1/4-ton; M35A2, 2-1/2 ton; and V151, 5-ton) were
tested under towed (nonpowered, nonbraked) and self-powered conditions,
respectively, in buckshot clay test beds whose strengths ranged from about 110
to 600 cone index. Tests included multiple passes over the prepared test beds
(usually 100 passes for the aircraft tires, 10 for the trucks) at low speeds.
Only single-wheel configurations were examined (i.e., outer second- and third-
axle wheels of the M35A2 and M51 were removed). Curves were developed to
allow soil strength (airfield index) to be estimated directly from the rut
produced by single or multiple passes of any of the three trucks. These
curvea were developed through tise of a dimensionless prediction term (tire-
clay numeric Nc) that allows pneumatic tire performance to be scaled over a
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wide range of soil strengths, wheel loads, and tire size, shape, and deflec-
tion conditions. The same numeric was shown to be capable of describing
multipass rut depth and towed coefficients for the aircraft tires, as well as
multipass rut depth for the trucks. Examples illustrate how airfield index
(AI) estimated from truck rut depth can easily be used with curve•; that
describe the Nc versus rut depth and towed force coefficient rolations for
aircraft tires to predict multipasýi aircraft tire performance. Appendix A
shows that values of Al estimated from truck rut depth can be converted to
California Bearing Ratio values and used as input for a nomograph description
of Aircraft operation on unsurfaced soils.

Relates cone index (CI) to moisture content and density. Also relate Airfiold
Cone Pentrometer Measurement (AI) to CBR and CI.

38. TSAI, K., "Strength Response Parameters of Natural Soil
Surfaces and Their Landing Problem of Aircraft," AF19
(628)-5873, January, 1967.

A suitable rheological model is found to represent the soil deformations under
impact loads. The parameters of the model are evaluated from the deceleration
history curves of the Princeton impact petetrometer tests.

rrom the soil parameters obtained, the soil responses under the airplane
landing load are estimated. Extensive applications to the dynamical soil
problems, such as soft landing of spacecraft, will be possible.

39. Doyle, Jr., G. R., "A Review of Computer Simulation for
Aircraft-Surface Dynamics," Jr. of Aircraft, Vol. 23, No. 4,
April 1986.

The objectives of this study were to review the literature concerning
aircraft-surface dynamic simulation techniques: 1) to establish a historical
view of the improvement in the state of the art, 2) to recognize the in-
dividuals and organizations that have played a prominent roll in advnnci.ng the
state of the art, 3) to develop a knowledge base of physical phenomena that
have been simulated, 4) to identify mathematical techniques that have been
used, 5) to classify the simulations according to their general purpose,
complexity, and accuracy, and 6) to suggest areas in which simulation techni-
ques could be improved, and test could be run to validate the simulations.

The report contains a brief summary of the computer programs written to
predict the dynamic displacements and forces resulting from nonflight aircraft
operations. The capabilities of each program along with their limitations and
numerical techniques are cited.

40. Poor, A. P., "Soil Respc.ise of Three Geometric Shapes During
Impact," Ph.D. Dissertation, May 1965,

The primary objective of this investigation was to determine' he soii response
on three geometric shapes during impact loading. As a result of the
experimental program, a modulus of deformation was determined for each
geometric configuration. This modulus is a function of the imnpact force and
the resulting deformation of the soil system.
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Due to these complexities o. the entire problem, certain assumptions were made
to reduce the unknown parameters. The geometric shapes were considered rigid

:K5 bodies. The investigation considered only a vertical component of motion with
"the vehicles striking the -oil surface in a normal attitude. The interaction
time period was limited from the instant of impact to an at-rest condition,
and did not consider the magnitude of plastic deformation and elastic
respoý.Je. The test area was considered as a uniform, homogeneous, and
isotropic soil mass to a depth of 15 feet.

""ven with the imposed limitations, the interaction relationship between a soil

Mass ard an impacting body comprises unknowns which are indeterminate. From
v.ysis r_ the test results of this investigation, it was apparent that an

excremely complex, interming]ed, relationship existed between the modulus of
deformazion, vehicle mass, impact vtbocity, vehicle geometry, reactive force
exerted by the soil mass, inertial forces, plastic deformation, elastic
.•ebound, and the soil mass properties.

,iliz; resea .:.h program consisted of three major phases, all interrelated and
" A1  interdepenaient. The first phase comprised the development of the test

Svehlcles, equipment, instrumentation, and procedures which would allow
Aiea-ur..aent of the soil response to an impacting vehicle. The second phase
conaisied of -'e teEt area preparation, soil investigation, and the complete
""tt_. 'n;g programl. The third phase required determination of the data reduction
....~or~edues o ! -• L} 9is of results.

" ;,. TThrRATTRE SU,'(*- SUMMARY

General Discussion

.reihnica. , p-" c~tions w-Žre reviewed and their contents categorized to assist
in futur . 9 d!_ to develop improved structural crashworthiness designs for
general :tv.;a•ion airi~lane-. A review and evaluation of putlications are
"presented hei?. Th i lit..rature is reviewed with regard- i-:c aircraft struc-

,.i Ature and fIp,-.. ground :'nteraction. Emphasis is placed in the following

Aualysis
Analytic•i Moiea, .ca Correlation, Parametric Studies
Lauift.g Surface (S.. .) Charv-cteristics
Material and Roughl-ýGs 1•op.,.t~es, Performance Coefficients
Larding Surtefe/Gea- luteraction Tests
Test Pror ,Dtt. Analysis
Full Scale Aircr-uft Crash Tesrs
Test Proceduree, Dui:a Analyrcis, Empirical Criteria
Design
Procedur.>, Crit•:ria, Oeiign Analysis To-
(nomograhs, computer programs)

L . akl. ak th,:hc ,liove areas, an evaluation is ,X% r.rmf2d which identifies the
"ILIý "ratere :ipplicaede to that part.culor sub4,. .'d the contribution of each
rport. u'-.,mpo: •c- summary of the pertirien' jiab,-tcts of the literature w-th

A: .W•'" -ugard t, i uctura• erashwcrt ') ness qnalysi,., is also presented.
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In addition Lo the literature survey and evaluation, a summary or abstract of
each report, a literature survey subject index and a soil/interaction test
parameter index are included. Both of the indices contain a matrix categoriz-
ation of the contents of the reports and area of application or test
parameter. The report reference numbers listed in the indices are applicable
to this Appendix only.

Analysis

The bulk of mathematical modeling of flexible ground/aircraft structure deals
with tire/wheel/landing gear representations. Reference (2) describes the
results of a study to investigate the interaction between the landing gear of
the OV-10A airplane (Gross Weight: 9755 to 10547 pounds) and soft soil for
landings ranging in sink spend from 8 to 18 ft/sec. An analytical model of
the pneumatic tire on soft soil was developed. No correlation between
analysis and test was performed. References (3), (4) and (5) describe a
series of programs sponsored by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratories
(AFFDL) which were conducted primarily to develop methods for evaluating
techniques for determining aircraft take-off performance, loads and
capabilities. Reference (4) describes computer programs which were developed
for calculating loads and dynamic response of aircraft operating on unpaved
surfaces. Reference (3) describes a computer program which incorporates the
soil/wheel interaction model with a simulation of the C-130 during taxi and
takeoff. Reference (5) describes an analog computer program developed to
incorporate the high speed effects found during testing into a soil-gepe
interaction model.

References (8), (10) and (II) describe additional AFFDL sponsored efforts
involving landing gear-soilo interaction. Reference (8) describes the
variables which significantly influence aircraft performance when operating on
soil runways. At the time of the referenced report, sinkage analysis accuracy
was considered to be between +50Z and +100%. Reference (10) describes efforts
aimed at defining landing-gear soil interaction and developing flotation
criteria to be used in comparative evaluaticn of the relative merits of
various landing gear configurations. Empirical sinkage prediction equations
were developed for cohesive and cohesionless soils. Reference (10) describes
the third phase of a study to analytically define landing gear-soil interac-
tion. The three studies, References (8), (10), (11), cover single and
multiple wheel gears operating on clay, azand and mixed soils. Reference (15)
describes a study which includes the development of mathematical model to
study fire-soil interaction. Empirical expressions were developed which
relace soil sinkage and rolling resistance to soil strength, tire vertical
lUrce, Lire characteristics and taxi velocity. Reference (16) presents a
prodiction me-,;od for estimating wheel sinkage, landing gear drag, and
aircraft taku--off -i formance on clay and sand airfields of various bearing
strengths. The method is based on using modified mobility numbers developed

by the U.S. A-my Waterways Experimental Station (WES). Reference (19)
presents a statistical analysis technique for the classification of virgin
terrestrial and extraterrestrial surface roughness. Semi-empirical relation--
chips are presented in Reference (1) to relate shearing resistance and rate of
shear deformation. The data presented in this study are based on laboratory
tests in which the strain rate varies up to 13.3 rad/sec. Correlation between
enalysis acd tent is presented in References (3), (5), (15) and (16). Figures
B-1 and B-2, obtained from Reference (3), present a comparison between
analysis and test results for CBR 1.5 Clay.
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LANDING SURFACE (SOIL) CHARACTERISTICS

Reference (3), (6), (10), (14), (16), and (21) discuss programs in which the
properties of sand and clay soils are considered. Clay soil properties are
also discussed in References (1), (4), (5), and (17). Reference (7) provides
soil strength performance data for coarse grained sandy soils. Reference (26)
describes traixial tests for investigating the effect of strain-rate on the
strength of dry and saturated sands. References (3), (4), and (5), while
involving soil materials, were performed primarily to develop analytical
methods for determining landing gear dynamic loads. An investigation of
different soils at different strength levels under very slow •1 mph) moving
vehicles is described in Reference (6), Reference (10) considers clay, sand
and mixed soils for use in the development of sinkage prediction equations.
The soil was assumed an elastic, perfectly plastic material in this program.
A preliminary Single Wheel Relative Merit Index (11MI) was developed during
this program to permit a comparative evaluation of the flotation charactoris-
tics of aircraft tires on soil. Reference (13) describes a program in which a
series of traffic tests were performed on nat-surfaced and unsurfaced sub-
grades. Numerous wheel configurations, loads and tire pressures were in-
cluded. In Reference (14), four clay test beds of different moisture content
and one sand bed were used to explore the effects on axle drag loads developed
during operation at different tire inflation pressures in free rolling, locked
wheel braking and yawed (cornering) modes, all at forward speeds up to 95
knots. Reference (15) summarizes the results of a five-phase program. Phase
11 included a site selection and field neasurement program to obtain field
roughness profiles and soil strength information from fields typical of those
expected to be foLud in remote theaters of operation. The sites selected
represented various degrees of preparation, from semiprepared to unprepared
and included a variety of soil types. Reference (17) contains a descripti-n
of the construction and maintenance of the buckshot clay test bed used for
tandem and single wheel, high speed landing gear tests conducted at the NASA
Landing Loads Track. Reference (21) describes a program to determine the
effect of aircraft, dynamic wheel loads on airport pavements. Appendices C
and F of Reference (11) contain data with regard to soil. laboratory tests and
wave propagation velocities for paving materiala, respectively. Landing
surface roughness characteristics are discussed in References (2), (3), (4),
(15), (19), and (21).

Landing SurfacelGear Interaction Tests

Reference (1), (3), (5), (6), (11), (14), (17), and (18) describe laboratory
te,&t Lu define material behavior, facilitate and developmnnt of analytical
models, define parameter relationbhlps or further the development of criteria.
With the exception of References (1) and (11), the references relate landing
gear and/or wheel performance to soil strength and/or behavior. Reference (1)
describes tests to determine shearing resistance of cohesive soils subject to
shear strains applied at various rates. The relationship between shearing
resistance and rate of shear deformation was established for various soil
densities expressed in terms of initial void ratio or water content (see
Figure B-3). Reference (II) presents the results of twinplate vertical load
tests tu determine sinkage interaction effects produced by adjacent: dynamic
plate loads (see Figure B-4). Soil and/or landing surface field tests are
described in References (2) and (13). The data from Reference (2) are used to
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form a iepresentation of soil static and dynamic properties. Figures B-5 and
B-6, obtained from Reference (2), illustrate the type of curves that are
generated from the test data. The results of aboratory soil and scaled
pavement tests are presented in Reference (21) Soil characteristics such as
California Bearing Rates (CBR), moi. ture content, grain size distribution and
damping characteristics wete determined. Concrete and asphaltic-concrete slab
characteristics were also determined. Typical CBR, dry density, moisture
content and subsoil modulus relationships are shown in Figures B-7 and B-8.
Empirical criteria are presented in References (7), (11) and (13). In
Reference (7) independent tire soil and system parameters are related to
performance coefficients. A combination of independent parameters called
mobility numbers were developed which account for the combined effects of soil
strength, tire section width and diameter, wheel load and tire deflection on
whnel performance as measured by performance coefficients. The mobility
numbers developed in this report are applicable to single wheel landing gears
operating on sand at speeds common to surface vehicles. Reference (11)
provides criteria applicable to multiwheel landing gears which permit the
evaluation of aircraft flotation performances rather than single tire perfor-
mance. The criteria also permits designers to determine optimum landing gear
configurations for aircraft leading to drag minimization. Reference (13)
presents single wheel criteria for the efficient dasign of aircraft lauding
gears based on testing Involving different wheel configurations (1 to 12
wheels), loads (1000 to 273000 pounds), and fire pressures (10 to 250 psi).

The data from each of the six test locations was obtained in a consistent
manner. At the initial position of each general test location a penetrometer
test and a free fall cylinder drop test (oesignated Hole 0) were conducted. A
second penetrometer test and cylinder drop test with the bungee connected at
hole I were performed at a position of six inches down field of the initial
position. The testing process continued in the safe manner at six inch
intervals for each of the five remaining accelerated drop tests. The
resulting raw penetrometer data is presented in tabular form on Pages Al-19
and AI-20. The pertinent cylinder drop test displacement, velocity, and
acceleration data is presented on Pages A1-23 through A1-45.

The raw soil penetrometer data obtained from all the cylinder drop test sites
was plotted as penetrometer pressure versus penetration depth. Nine different
curves werL apparent and arbitrarily identified as Terrain Hardness Curves A
through I. Six of these curves all differ in ultimate hardness and shape and,
thus, formed the b. sis for soil type differentiation. These six plots of
penetrometer data are presented on Pages AI-49 through AI-54. The data for
curves E, F, and H was scattered and insufficient to uniquely define a curve.

Page AI-57 presents the shifted penetrometer data curves as discussed in
paragraph 3.3.2.1. Page AI-61 presents the final, static soil pressure curves.
These curves are a direct indication of the static load supporting ability of
the soil. Corresponding values of static soil pressure and penetrometer
reading may be determined for any specific soil element by correltLing the
selected penetrometer data, presented on Pages AI-49 through AI-54, with tho
static soil pressure curves, pre&enteu on Page AI-61. Consider, for example,
the static load supporting ability of the soil surface of Terrain Hardnesfc A
which is representative of t softest soil, on which the OV-1O operated. The
average penetrometer reading over the first inch of penetration was
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approximately 40. The corresponding average stati-c soil pressure value is
approximately 20 psi. Thus, a surface penetrometer value of 40 is roprosenta-
tive of a soil that can support a maximum static load of 20 pounds per square
inch with some soil deformation but without vertical shearing.

The load supporting ability of the soil measured in CBR units is not available
for the various Terrain Hardnesses. Soil :ests to determine CBR values were
not conducted and a general method of transformation between penetrometer
values and CBR units does no, exist.

Full Scale Aircraft Crash lests

Full scale aircraft crash tests in which a flexible ground surface is included
are described in References (20), (22), (23) and (24). Reference (20)
describes the rosults of crash tests of light-airplanes (1200 pounds) into an
earthen barrier. Impact spe Is of 42, 47 and 60 mph were investigated. To
simulate accidents in whi,-i he airplane stalls and strikes the ground as it
enters a spin, the earth a b irrier was shaped and located relative to a guide
rail along which the airllane raveled such that the engine, left landing gear
and left wing tip struck the barrier simultaineously. The airplanes used were
a steel tube, fabric covered, tandem, two-seat type. The report concludes
that the occupants of airplanes of the type used in the investigation would
not be endangered by deforming cabin structure unless crash impact speeds
exceeded 42 mph. Inwardly collapsing cabin structure, however, is a potential
hazard in the higher-speed crashes. Reference (22) presents results of a
program involving full-scale transport airplanes simulating takeoff and
landing accidents for pressurized low-wing, unpressurized low-wing and
unpressurized high wing aircraft. The resultant damage was from moderate to
severe. The unmanned airplanes were guided along a runway under their own
power into a set of obs-tacles designed to produce a series of crash events.
The impact angles varied from 4 to 29 degrees and the impact velocity ranged
from 63 to 109 mph. Fig'ire B-9, obtained from Reference (22), shows plots of
variation of maximum normal acceleration as a function of impact angle and
distance from impact point. The crash si e for the tests described in
Reference (22) was predominantly clay. The sliding coefficient from aluminum
was taken as equal to 0.30, This report contains a discussion in which the
relationship between crumpling, plowing and friction forces are treated. The
kinetic-energy loss is equated to the work donc in collapsing the fuselage
structure and compressing Lhe soil.. Utilizing the teot data obtained during
the effort, a general relationship between maximum acceleration and .mpact
angle was developad (Figure B-1O). However, it is cautioned that the equa--
tions developed during the progra~m ar.-d aIIC thean ipot should rotebet

ised to calculate the magnitude of the acceleration in crashes involving
different circumstances and diffarent airplanes. References (23) and (24)
describe the results of full scale crash tests of a Lockheed Model 16494
aircraft and Douglas DC-7 aircraft, respectively. The tent procedures to
obtain desired impact conditions wwre similar to those described in Reference
(22). Iniial impact was at 112 knots against barriers which removed the
landing gear, permitting t.he airplane to becomn' airborne until contact with
wing and fuselage barriers. The terrain was slopb-! 20 degrees at the fuselage
impact point. No attempt iit the program was made to relate responses to the
type of flexible ground that waa used. With the exception of Reference (22,
none of the reports refereaiced herein discuss the properties of the terrain or
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the influence it may have had on the results. Also, with the exception of the
brief analysis described in Reference (22), none of the crash tests are
supported by analysis of the results from the standpoint of developing
analytical models to predict responses, even on an inflexible ground. In
general, the responses recorded during the tests are tabulated and related to
human tolerance curves.

Design Procedures and Criteria

There are many design procedures and computer programs available for assessing
landing gear and aircraft performance during take-off and landing from various
types of airfields. Computer programs are available for single wheel (Refere-
nces (3) and (10)) and multiple wheel (References (3), (11), and (1.5)) landing
gears. In addition, design curves or nomographs are also available for single
wheel (Reference (13)) and multiple wheel (References (8), (9) and (12))
configurations. Reference (4) contains a series of computer programs to help
evaluate various aircraft operations, including airfield capability, landing
impact with and without runout, taxi, take-off and turning. Reference (16)
provides a digital computer program for use in predicting take-off performance
on clay and sand airfields. The prediction of the dynamic response of lunar
vehicles which traverse yielding and unyielding surfaces is available from an
analog computer program described in Reference (19). Reference (21) presents
a digital computer program for predicting the rigid and flexible pavement
responses due to moving loads as well as pavement design criteria and procedu-
res. Reference (21) also contains a list of additional literature in its
Appendix A (Literature Survey) which may provide additional useful informa-
tion. Subjects which may be of interest include Airport Pavement Response
(Static and Dynamic Analysis), Material Characterization, and Pav,•ment
Testing. Several references, including (4), (9), (10), and (13) provi.de
criteria related to aircraft flotation and include the effects of soil
interaction.

Summery

The review of available literature attempts to encompass a wide cross section
of arteas. The emphasis in this literature evaluation is on airfield applica-
tions. The test data that are available are generally obtained for the
purpose of supporting analyses or for the development of procedures and
criteria to evaluate aircraft performance, and not for the purpose of helping
predict dynamic responses wherein large deformations occur. Even the full
scale crash tests that have previously been performed on flexible ground
surfaces have not addressed themselves to the significance of the terrain
properties on structure and, ultimately, occupant response. For ex".ple,
little or no measurements of groitnd flexibility, moi-4ture, finish, or dis-
tribution as a function of depth or space have been made i7 any of the full
scale crash tests reported herein. No measurements have been made to ascer-
tain penetration by airframe or the relationship of penetration to airframe
wize or shape or to the impact velocities. While the penetration of ground by
tires (sinkage) for the landing gear-ground interaction is available, these
data do not relate easily to the impact velocity combinatione and varied

.hapes that penetrate a flexible ground during a crush condition.
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The research effort with regard to developing analytical models to describe
landing gear-soil interaction and provide flotation criteria for aircraft
operating from unpaved runways is substantial A heavy reliance is placed on
the use of the Mobility Number (Q) = (bl ( t )2

Ft ht

*The above mobility number is for clay soil. Mobility numbers for other types
of soil take other forms.

where CI = Cone Index

bd - Tire Print Area

Ft = Tire Force

St - Tire Deflection

ht = Height of Tire

However, the analytical techniques developed for lauding gear-soil iuteraction
use are not directly applicable to structural. cashworthiness investigations.
Modifications are needed which account for airfraime shape, crash attitude,
shear flow distribution, structure flexibility, and dynamic load effects.

The analysis of flexible ground-structure interaction during relatively high
dynamic impact conditions would benefit from an urderly and concerted effort
to accumulate data from typical airfr rame-terrain interaction tescs and
supportive laboratory soil tests. As a minimum, spatial and depthwise
material properties (CBR, soil strength, moisture content), airframe response
in the region of Impact, airframe configuration (shape and size), post-impact
terrain, penetration (size and depth) for a range of typical airplane impac•
velocities and attitudes, and soil configuration is needed. The data should
be obtained for the purpose of developing curves which relPre vertical force
to sinkage as a function of CBR, soil shear strength to CBR, and horizontal
f "ce to frontal area as a function of shear strength.
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Figure B-4. Z.Twn/Z,,,,,, vs. Vheel Spacing, Clay Soil (Reference 11)
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NOTE: THE TERRAIN HARDNESS SCALE IS AN ABRITRARY SCALE ESTABLISHED IN REFERENCE
(2). SOIL TESTS TO DETERMINE CSR VALUES WERE NOT CONDUCTED. AND A GENERAL
METHOD OF TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN PENETROMETEN VALUE WHICH ESTABLISHED
THE ABOVE CURVES ANn COR UNITS BOUS NWT EXIST

Figure B-5. Static Soil Pressure Curves (Reference 2)
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Figur'e 5-6. Soil Dynamic Damping Coefficlents for
Terrain Hardness B (Reference 2)
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Figure B-7. Subsoil Properties - CBR and Dry Density vs
Moisture Content (Reference 27)
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Figure B-8. CBR and Subsoil Modulus Relationship
(Reference 27)
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Figure B-9. Effect of Position in Airplane and Airplane Configuration
on Maximum Normal Acclerations During Unflared Landing
Crases (Impact Velocity Corrected to 95 mph) (Reference 22)
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Figure B-10. Comparison of Calculated and Experimiental Values for maximum
Normal Acceleration at Various Impact Angles (Impact Speed
Corrected to 95 mph). (Reference 22)
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